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Re: Draft revised, TCFF
From Dr. M Black  
To Ramola D

CC Karen Stewart 

Thursday, November 21, 2019 at 10:24 AM 

Dear All,

I have been out of the loop on all the communication that took place on yesterday. Not one email did I
receive. I'm reading with mixed emotions. 

Blessings, 

Millicent 

------------------
From Karen Stewart XXX 

To Ramola D XXX
Cc Millicent Black XXX

Sent Thursday, November 21, 2019 at 8:39 AM
Forwarded Yes
Encrypted No 

Signed No 

I withdraw my support for your joint statement.
Clearly I have not kept up with the year and a half of insults
and am not qualified to comment at all on this topic.

I have bare minimum contact with Katherine.
And am reconsidering working with anyone at all at this point.
I am beyond disgusted.

Best of luck.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs
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On Nov 21, 2019, at 8:22 AM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

I disagree, Karen, that Katherine's case actually means something for many and is something I need to
pay attention to.

You have chosen to give her your testimonial and that is something I would never have done -- but 
you apparently have a stake in this.

Katherine has shown by her many pointless and malicious actions over the past year and a half that 
she is engaging in actions for show. You would know that had you watched her videos, and read her 
tweets and statements. You say you have not--this is a key problem here since you do not seem to 
understand the real problem with Katherine; you seem to see her in the same light as me. Very 
muddying of the waters.

"Audience awareness" is what you are engaging in by thinking constantly of how people will react, 
what people will say. This is not a statement to conciliate people or accommodate possible reactions: 
it is a statement to refute past lies so Katherine cannot continue her lies.

"Someone possibly using this to scuttle or harm her case" "No bigger villains on this planet than us" --
This is alarmist second-guessing and bending over backwards to protect Katherine, saying it is her 
court case and the many she is representing you are protecting.I absolutely take no responsibility for 
Katherine's malicious and deliberate smear-attacks on me which has necessitated a public response 
from all 3 of us – which should have been published one and half years ago. But you are essentially 
suggesting it is ok to let another 4 weeks go by so her lies can reign in center stage.

I--and nor does anyone else--do not sit on important statements like this. It is important to release and 
move on, not let it fester for weeks.

This process has taken a great deal of time already. I have not sought to push anyone. But I am indeed
most determined that we must publish a statement to refute Katherine's reputation-destroying lies and 
smears on me.

As a journalist who continues to publish – and is currently being held back from urgently-needed vital
reportage for this entire country on FOIA documents relevant to everyone, and openly showing the 
collusion of the DOJ and AG in running these high-tech assaults on Americans, as well as openly 
naming other agencies, which project I have been noticing is being attacked and thwarted quite a bit 
lately, including currently it seems – on these crimes, you should know my journalism is not taking 
second-place behind Katherine's actions for show. My journalism in fact supports and upholds many 
voices, including yours.

This has always been a matter beyond her and beyond me: by attacking my reputation, she is 
attacking my journalism.

I must also say what I have striven to keep out of this process, because at this point it is highly 
relevant: Katherine is NOT a TI, and NOT working alone. She is a planted agent provocateur, 
saboteur, Live Action Role Player, group-dynamics Psy Ops agent, and time-waster and misdirector-- 
whom I often suspect has been deliberately placed in my path in particular, to befriend and betray, to 
NLP and behavior-modify—which I have caught her out in. If she did not have MI5/GCHQ and the 
CIA and US Army (and behind them, Swiss banksters & the Crown) most probably behind her, she 
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would never have been allowed to get away with the egregious actions she has engaged in, putting 
Alex Parker and friends in cross-hairs on Twitter, making outrageous calls to violence on our shows
—including by the way telling you, the NSA whistleblower, to go into the basement at NSA with a 
shotgun and blow people's brains out, ON Techno—and running such extreme smear-campaigns on 
me and on others; never forget she was single-handedly responsible for the abduction of Melanie's 
baby, and she fully misrepresented Frederic's situation in his affidavit—which he himself said was 
sabotaging his case (which it clearly was), also an action I caught her out in and have published on: 
these are classic agent-provocateur and saboteur actions, that can only have been supported to have 
passed the gauntlet of the social-media FBI-DHS Watchers who arrest people for tweets and 
Facebook posts.

Millicent is absolutely correct: thanks to Katherine behaving that way on Techno, we were subjected 
to added scrutiny and no doubt kept on watchlists for that purpose: that, I contend, is exactly why she 
was in our midst saying things like that. Classic parallel construction with a provocateur in our midst. 
(As noted recently, she is still putting out tweets asking MEN to step forward and blow up DEWs and 
address these crimes with violence—Paul Baird noted to me a long time ago this is classic agent 
behavior and a danger in our midst, because TI MEN are indeed always being over-scrutinized for 
“terrorist” actions and words.)

Your choosing to protect her and harbor her – by supporting her openly and giving her your 
testimonial-- I think is what has been the huge mistake here. You are unable to see clearly who she is 
– and do not even wish to take the time to investigate by watching her videos – which, had you 
watched them at the time she issued them, would have helped you know way earlier what and who 
she is; which many people, by the way, have done, even after supporting Katherine through the TCFF 
break-up, and then come to me and said we were right.

I have known that this primary distinction in how you fail to see Katherine's bad behavior for what it 
is – and reflect on where it could possibly be coming from – is a problem between us.

Trying to be “fair” and see Katherine and me in the same light, as you have stated in a recent email 
about us “both doing harm to each other” is a highly problematic approach when there is very clearly 
a right and a wrong here we are looking at, in fact multiple wrongs. Katherine and I do not do the 
same things, we are not on an equal footing here, and there is no “both.” She has revealed her true 
colors, but you persist in ignoring them—and have now forged a continuing personal relationship 
with her.

You cited the Bible the last time. Didn't Christ say, Get thee behind me, Satan! I believe he also said: 
“Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather expose them.” Ephesians 5:11-12

And: “Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for 
darkness, who put bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter.” Isaiah 5:20

I cannot accept your reasoning here, and your falling over backwards to accommodate Katherine—
whose evil I am afraid, has been exposed for all to see, except you apparently.

I need to get back to my work. As no doubt you and Millicent also.

Sent using Hushmail
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On 11/21/2019 at 12:34 AM, "Karen Stewart" XXX wrote:
I disagree. It is a matter of more than her, more than you, it is a matter of someone 
possibly using this to scuttle or harm her case... then blaming us. 4 weeks harm 
nothing. It’s been a year and a half. Audience awareness is nothing compared to the 
many people counting on this case. If this statement is used to scuttle her case, there 
will be no bigger villains on the planet than us. It is an important, first try. I cannot 
emphasize this enough. I am as serious as a heart attack.

Karen M. Stewart
NSA Intel Analyst, Ret.

On Thursday, 21 November 2019 00:51, Ramola D XXX wrote:

I must also add that thinking about the timing of this overdue statement in light of her 
schedules is like bending over backwardsto accommodate her -- which I think has already 
been done -- or this statement would have been issued way back.

My whole point -- and XXX's, in observing the need for a statement like this -- has been 
to refute her lies once and for all, which keep on streaming onward as long as no-one 
stops her.

I also think it is not our place to overthink this and try to avert reactions from people -- the
whole point of this (which would not have been necessitated had she and her pals not 
engaged in mass mob attack and fresh slander lately) is to simply refute the lies.
I
We disagree about Katherine, as I think we have established -- and I am certainly not 
thinking about timing of any kind -- this has already cut into the time I had for reporting 
on the FOIA docs I am working on.

And did she, when she attacked me, just as I was doing interviews with XXX and seeking 
to expand my interviews? (XXX got the brunt of the wars on Twitter and started to look 
into the failings of the truth movement--after what I thought was a great interview with 
him. No idea if he will come on my show again or ask me to interview again either.) She 
may well have timed her attacks to torpedo me (because, by the way, I do see her as a 
plant with insider intel and surveillance feedback) -- I do not make a big deal about timing
as she does, but I certainly noticed I got a plethora of attacks just around that time, when 
XXX asked me for an interview, and I had posted XXX's interviews with me as well -- 
definitely crossed my mind I was being thwarted.

Can't we just be done with this -- and just post it and let go. We can return to our projects 
right after.

Today was my deadline for the first FOIA article--torpedoed.
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On Nov 20, 2019, at 7:29 PM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

       No Karen, that is not fair.

I cannot wait and have been hoping to publish it as soon as done so we can all move on.

It has nothing to do with Katherine's court case.

This needs to be posted.

We cannot wait on her schedules. Again this is an issue of audience awareness that I 
cannot address. This truth needed to be published way back. It is way overdue.

Sent using Hushmail

On 11/20/2019 at 4:15 PM, "Karen Stewart" XXX wrote:

Just FYI Katherine will be filing her case soon... this could be seen as 
trying to torpedo her, which is not what we want. She files I believe in 3 
weeks. Can this be delayed until after, maybe 4 weeks? I know, you feel 
you have waited long enough.

But the timing on this could blow up in our faces.

On Nov 20, 2019, at 4:04 PM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

Added in at end with "Addendum" prefacing.

Sent using Hushmail

On 11/20/2019 at 3:03 PM, "Karen Stewart" XXX wrote:

I wrote thinking it to be a last paragraph but I am flexible.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Nov 20, 2019, at 1:53 PM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

This is great, Karen, and it is up to you and Millicent to tell me where to put it--after the 
last para at the very end?
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Or shd it be in the beginning....let me know.

Maybe end is better--but will post where you feel appropriate.

Sent using Hushmail

Re: Draft revised, TCFF

From Karen Stewart xxx
To Ramola D xxx,  Millicent Black xxx
Sent Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 9:22 AM
Replied Yes
Forwarded Yes
Encrypted No 
Signed No 
Hmmm.

Millicent and I are revisiting the TCFF break up because we are concerned that Katherine’s original 
spin of the facts, contrary to our initial efforts to be open and honest, has led to a mob-mentality and 
cyber-bullying and cyber-stalking of Ramola D for an astonishing year and a half.  This is certainly no
sane way to handle differences and most especially this is no way for Targeted Individuals to treat 
each other under any circumstances.  Nietsche warned presciently about looking so long into the 
abyss that it looked back into you. That means, do not use the tools of evil to fight evil or you become
evil. Let us rise above such base behavior even if we just agree to disagree or we will be no different 
that our demented Deep State persecutors. 

K. M. Stewart

National Security Agency

Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

----------------
On Nov 19, 2019, at 11:51 PM, Ramola D xxx wrote:

Yes, thank you XXX, very helpful.

Your point about adding in a note at the end against cyber-bullying and mobbing and ganging up is 
probably a good one. I have not added it in the latest draft but maybe someone can--or if people think 
it is a good idea I'll try my hand at it. 

Rd
Sent using Hushmail
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On 11/19/2019 at 10:09 PM, "Karen Stewart" xxx wrote:

Your input is well taken and appreciated.

K. M. Stewart

National Security Agency

Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

Re: Draft revised, TCFF

From Karen Stewart XXX
To Ramola D XXX
Cc Dr. M Black XXX

Sent Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 8:23 AM
Encrypted No 

Signed No 

I think this version works.

Yes, righteous indignation, outrage... appropriate to feel, indeed.

Thank you, XXX for the additional info about Katherine inappropriately referring to Ramola’s 
husband. That shows an especially alarming baseness far afield from the original impasse. It is 
Weber-esque, actually.

My remarks in regard to using the term slander were only in regard to the draft to nit be taken as 
fighting words and enflaming yet another round of nastiness from her fan base. Enough of that has 
occurred. As you said, you have made it clear she has engaged even indulged in slander.
I did not dispute that she had slandered you as further reported to me after I had made my 
observations clear to her initially, that I thought that her reasoning that rejected her own refusal to 
listen, for a fabricated ego problem on your part, was just plain wrong. She accused me of “taking 
your side”. I told her it had nothing to do with “sides” and everything to do with truth. And that 
friends do not lie for friends and knowingly support them in error, but try to correct them even if it 
endangered or ended the relationship. The Bible even says to counsel someone who is in error before 
shunning them or casting them out of the group, i.e. church. And we indeed tried remarkably hard.
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Re: Another point/Re: Draft revised, TCFF
From Karen Stewart XXX
To Ramola D XXX
Cc Dr. M Black XXX
Sent Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 8:42 AM

Forwarded Yes
Encrypted No 
Signed No 

I likely should have said defense mode not attack mode.
My apologies. But incindiary “fighting words” would be present in both, 
which is what I was alluding to avoiding in this draft. I think we have 
accomplished that. 

--------------------------------------

On Nov 19, 2019, at 11:48 PM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

Karen

Again thank you-- but as I have mentioned earlier, I do not and never have expected that anyone 
address what I have personally reported of Katherine's echo-stalking and NLP'ing of me. That is my 
experience to report, and I have reported it to all of you -- no need to bring it up again.

I was questioning your notion of audience-awareness -- because at this point I am not interested in the
audience, as I explained in my previous email. I understand this is very important to you -- but at this 
point, for this statement, it is not, to me. My interest is only in addressing the truth. I do not imagine I 
can calm the seething hordes here--people lie, put out Disinfo, repeat their lies, attack, and smear; 
they might well keep on doing it, I cannot control that. But the truth -- from all 3 of us -- will be out 
there to refute any repetition of the lie, people who support us can easily make use of it to shut down 
the liars.

Regarding all the videos you have not seen etc -- my point was without seeing them you cannot know 
what she has been saying. Slander is all over the map here. And Melanie and I addressed her slander 
together in videos, ditto Frederic, in writing. You are not being called on to address any of this. It is 
done with. 

I have no idea why you would say I have tried the attack mode and that is like throwing gasoline on 
fire--Katherine attacked me, this is the truth, from the beginning I have been on the defensive, 
rebutting her nonsense. Had you followed this you would see it. My articles spell it out though and 
clearly show the chronology. 
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Regarding: "Clearly neither of you walked away as I strongly advised and you have done each other 
major harm. I think the joint statement... if we can hammer it out, needs to be a graceful END, not a 
group GANG UP as you apparently have experienced"

Many things were meant to be a graceful end and did not transpire as such. Katherine's slam and 
smear video directly after our Video Note was the first attack on me -- one which needed to be 
addressed. As you know Karen I did not agree with your thinking that I should "walk away." Not after
what she did in that video--and it is at that point that we should have put out a definitive Joint 
statement, if not earlier.

I appreciate that you spoke by email at the time on my behalf to her.

However I think you and I have a definitely divergent and different view of Katherine. I have 
published my views on her, particularly in Swiss Cheese... and The Consequences...

Things are not equal here, although you seem to be presuming they are. I have never lied about 
Katherine. Katherine has incessantly lied about me. I have never attacked Katherine. Katherine has 
repeatedly -- and libelously -- attacked me. I have definitely rebutted and questioned her statements 
and her authenticity; I have been outraged at her slander and expressed as much. 

We are not going to agree about Katherine. 

I appreciate you just saw a character issue -- but yes, I saw agent provocateur and as Millicent notes, 
that's what the FBI probably also saw. (Many others saw it too -- XXX, Thomas, Barbara--
independent observers not a part of TCFF.)

In any case, I hope you understand I have not at any point during this drafting process expected you or
Millicent to address Katherine being an Intel plant or an echo-stalker: I have expressed my views on 
that myself and I have given up on you both seeing it, from what I say anyway. Of course it would not
be appropriate for either of you to address what has been only my experience and my views.

We only need to address what we all experienced together, the actual end of TCFF--in contrast to the 
stories about it Katherine has been shouting from the rooftops, purely to exonerate herself.

Rd

Sent using Hushmail

On 11/19/2019 at 9:55 PM, "Karen Stewart" XXX wrote:

Ramola,  as I have said, I have not followed every bit of the tit for tat for the last year 
and a half.  Therefore, I cannot speak to certain assertions from secondhand reports... 
that lacks integrity. I am not saying I do not believe you, but I cannot testify firsthand 
to your experience in a matter apart from mine, as you cannot testify firsthand to my 
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experience alone in a matter - if it was secondhand for you. Think court cases. 
Hearsay. That is not given weight. 

And I do not think you wish to wait for me to go through days of reading and listening 
since that would apparently take forever since tye material in question seems 
voluminous. I am not even sure I can find the time at this point. 
If you are not interested in calming down the army attacking you, then what is the point?
You have tried the attack mode and I assume that is like throwing gasoline on fire? The 
three of us need to verify our similar perception of THE FACTS that ended TCFF. 
Period. I cannot speak to things I did not meticulously follow.  You use the interactions 
with LaRoche and Vritschan to build a further case beyond TCFF and what I can 
honestly address in an informed manner. 
Do you want to make the case in regard to the facts around the break up of TCFF 
and your vindication as NOT the soul instigator OR do you want to continue the broader
case against her ad infinitum? You both are flirting with phyrrhic victory. 
I told Katherine early on that I strongly disagreed with her mischaracterization of your 
intentions and motivations in regard to TCFF. I told her we three had the same concerns 
independently. Our emails got heated for sure.  I repeatedly asked her to walk away from
conflict with you to leave you alone for both your sakes. Clearly neither of you walked 
away as I strongly advised and you have done each other major harm. I think the joint 
statement... if we can hammer it out, needs to be a graceful END, not a group GANG UP
as you apparently have experienced. We three are in agreement that Katherine’s 
characterization of the cause of the break up is just plain wrong and deflects her 
responsibility in using poor judgement in advocating violence then even poorer 
judgement in denying she did or then that it even mattered. THAT was the impasse. 
Character issue... personality issue, inability to admit being wrong... is what I lean 
toward, though you assess it as very possibly leading us into a danger area purposely. I 
am not sure it is such malice (“never attribute to malice what can be adequately 
attributed to stupidity”) but again, I have not obsessively followed her. I took my own 
advice and walked away, put it out of my mind. 
The accusations that she echo stalked you, etc. and is an agent, is beyond my firsthand 
experience. Again, I have no firsthand experience with which to corroborate that. So 
making broader conclusions in print on matters that are your experience apart from mine
would not be appropriate for me.  I have to stick to the facts not impressions from further
interactions that I did not have. This is why I am being very careful about my 
“testimony”. 

K. M. Stewart

National Security Agency

Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs
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On Nov 19, 2019, at 11:09 PM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

I think you have it wrong, Karen re where I am at -- I am outraged, not enraged. I have gone beyond 
feeling hurt and betrayed by Katherine since I have lived through a year of rebutting her false 
accusations.

Katherine has engaged in massive slander against me. This is a fact. She continues to keep on her 
website a page filled with lies about me--also a fact.

We should have published a joint statement when Techno ended, this did not happen.

I appreciate you expressing your point of view but I must respectfully disagree with a portion of it. As
a consequence of having lived through Katherine's attacks on me, nonstop lies, false and in fact 
bizarre accusations, and dramatic denunciations of me on video and Twitter--which I actually took 
seriously enough to counter--my conclusion is that Katherine's actions against me have been 
deliberate, planned, and malicious in intent.

I have dealt with rebutting her BS on my own and it is only through XXX's concern recently and my 
own revived thinking about it that has led to this effort to put out a joint statement now, with your and
Millicent's help and support.

The ONLY thing this effort is aimed at addressing is the truth of how TCFF ended--not her stalking of
me, not her other actions and words against me, not anything else, of which there is plenty. My views 
on her I have expressed enough and I am quite heartily sick of her.

What XXX says rings true to me: "I think the point of a joint statement should be to refute the 
persistent lie of KH scapegoating Ramola as the one who ended TCFF, the lie that the end note was a 
TCFF episode when it clearly was not & to report the truth that all members of TCFF knew they had 
reached an impasse & TCFF had ended & to explain why karen was "shocked" as KH likes to use this
to justify her scapegoating & blame onto Ramola solely.

The joint statement is to refute lies that are being spread by KH & other minions & that KH is 
encouraging the cyber-bullying of Ramola on these matters. People who choose to read it whether 
they like KH or not or Ramola or any of you, I think is beside the point. The truth is the truth - people 
can take it or leave."

Regarding calm and professional versus emotional, I think you misread me a bit: I shared my views 
on what is more effective generally speaking, emotional or clinical writing. (I meant, when one writes
on their own, when force of convictions lies behind the writing.) But I am as interested in you in just 
sticking to the facts here and relating what happened and how. We are currently dealing with 3 of us 
with different perspectives and thoughts on where we are writing from--and I am not expecting a 
single soaring voice here, it's impossible.
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I am not in the slightest bit interested in "the audience being open to this rebuttal" as you are, for 
instance. My interest is in addressing Katherine's big fat lie here which she continues to repeat, like 
Goebbels. So that people can read this and figure out the truth when she is busy telling lies.

Emotional writing can only arise (on a group project) when people are in agreement. My point is, this 
is not emotional writing--this draft has sought to pull in everything you wanted to say and everything 
Millicent wanted to say and everything I wanted to say--and it reflects both your writing style and 
mine, it is not "professional" in that sense, it has a narrative quality to it, but I think this is 
unavoidable--I don't see it as clinical, it's a bit dense, but the most important thing I feel is it does 
indeed cover the intent of this statement.

I have removed a few of the adjectives now and changed some of the sentence structure as Millicent 
has suggested. I have removed her paragraph which she wants removed. I have left in part of the 
original syntax talking about the primary issues because her suggested edit there changed the meaning
we had there earlier, which I think is accurate.

I left in that last para she slashed out because an important point is being made there--which XXX 
pointed out. I changed some of the words. I have removed words like slanderously, combative attitude
etc. All the "emotional" words maybe.

I hope it reads better as calm and professional as you and Millicent wish.

Thank you for imagining a bright future for my journalism -- hard to envision right now when I am 
being sleep-deprived and electro-vibrated and eye-hit and face-hit and private-part-hit and burned 
alive!

Katherine is just added trauma -- not the main item on the menu here. But, as I said, my reading of her
behavior does attribute malice, because that is what I see.

Regardless, I agree with you and XXX and Millicent that this statement needs to present a factual and 
truth-filled front.

By the way I do not envision any kind of back and forth with Katherine on this statement. I am 
personally tired of rebutting her BS and plan to ignore any further repetitions of lies she engages in. 
To me it is huge that we put out a joint statement to rebut her stories and I am glad and pleased that 
you both have agreed to it even if this process has become onerous to some extent for all of us.

Rd
Sent using Hushmail

On 11/19/2019 at 8:52 PM, "Karen Stewart" XXX wrote:

I do not so much mind the shortened-to-the-point version.
I understand that Ramola is exceedingly hurt and enraged.
Again, it is in my opinion, more important to reiterate that we three
perceived things similarly a year and a half ago about the cause of
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the TCFF demise, not to emotionally slap out yet more than has been done.
That has apparently been done ad nauseum in the view of many and few
delved into every detail of the last year and a half.
We will help nothing by people perceiving this to be just Ramola
getting others to engage in a vituperative response as well.
We need to concentrate on the concept of facts and WRONG not EVIL for
the sake of the audience being open to this rebuttal. Otherwse they will just lump this 
into the last year and a half of rancor. They will embrace the concept of
WRONG more readily than EVIL. Then they will have the factual rebuttal
to her very emotional rants. Our presentation has to be more calm and
professional.
As I have said before, Ramola... once this idiotic targeting program has been
stopped, you have a tremendous future potential as a reporter and you more than anyone 
with your body of work and your study of this phenomenon will be in demand.
This last year and a half though could well be an awkward episode to navigate.
That is why the professional, less emotional “final” joint response is necessary. Of 
course you are human and respond emotionally. But you have had a year and a half to do
so. Now you are writing a joint statement with witnesses to the facts. The time for 
emotions is not in THIS statement. This is the time for FACTS we three can agree on.
Not raw emotions since that varies by person. Your emotions are raw, understandibly.
Millicent and I had our upset flare but then walked away, you did not or were not 
allowed to. We look at it as unfortunate and in the past but for you it is on-going trauma.
Our concern is to right misconceptions and put this to bed. Not enter the frey.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

Re: Another point/Re: Draft revised, TCFF

From Dr. M Black  
To Ramola D
Cc Karen Stewart 
Sent Tuesday, November 19, 2019 at 1:20 PM
Encrypted No 
Signed No 

Ramola,

After I began to make "suggested" changes, I realized that my statements had essentially been said 
already. I'm hoping to reduce the wording, not add to it.

Blessings,
Millicent
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On Tue, Nov 19, 2019 at 11:40 AM Ramola D XXX wrote:

Also, I cannot as Karen suggests focus at this point in conciliating Horton supporters--

please! She and her supporters are having a ball tearing me to bits and insulting your 

intelligence too, both, since the story goes that I singlehandedly wrecked Techno, stalked 

Katherine, tried to destroy Katherine, etc -- the point is not to conciliate anyone, but 

inform them of the facts.

Are you aware at this point of the extent of what Katherine has done here--I don't think 

you do! You absolutely have to go look at her website pages on me, XXX, Barbara, 

Melanie, Frederic and watch ALL her videos telling these lies to understand she is on a 

determined path to constantly slander me, accuse me of the very things she has done 

(stalking), and destroy my name.

The point is to present the truth and let viewers make up their own mind. But the truth 

includes her slanderous behavior at this point -- do you know how long I have spent 

writing articles and doing videos with Melanie to address her slander!

We absolutely needed to address this earlier -- at this point we have to address her 

slander.

Sent using Hushmail

On 11/19/2019 at 12:28 PM, "Ramola D" XXX wrote:

I don't think Karen received your draft Millicent since her email id was wrong 

--re-sending with your draft.

Sent using Hushmail
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On 11/19/2019 at 12:22 PM, "Ramola D" XXX wrote:

Hi Millicent,

Thanks, I read through.

I'm afraid I don't agree that large chunks should be slashed out.

I take Karen's point about power-words, and I am willing to look at sentence edits.

But at this late point -- after we have substantively gone over so many drafts -- it is not 

correct to imply slash out whole sections, selectively.

This draft has come to this point after thinking, re-thinking, and including all relevant 

points, including Karen's suggestions and yours for inclusion.

I must address a few points you and Karen have made in emails this morning. It is 

impossible not to address the fact of slander, since this entire project at this point has 

been occasioned by Katherine's slander. I cannot protect Katherine in verbiage while 

pointing out her bad behavior. If you did not notice, she has spent one and a half years in

slandering me, while no joint statement ever countered it, and both you ladies told me to 

walk away. At this point, a joint statement absolutely has to address her slander--and 

Karen, it's not just her supporters slandering me, it is she herself doing it, over and over 

and over, with new lies added each time!

Regarding professional versus emotional, nothing has been professional about Techno or

its breakup or its aftermath. Katherine has played on emotions by riling up her viewers 

to see me as egoist, narcissist, whatnot. We ended Techno on bad feelings not 

professional approaches--although indeed we felt her calls to violence and swearing and 

dominating were not advisable--but we ended in a state of frustration, impasse, and 
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inability to move forward. I would not be bothered about what she is doing against me if

I were not a living breathing human with emotions.

Regarding efficacy of an emotional statement: hands-down emotional wins. Something 

meaningful and heartfelt wins out over bland and cold everytime.People respond to 

emotional, which Katherine well knows.

This is not to say we should not stick to facts. I take Karen's point and yours about 

staying accurate to facts and that has been the whole point with these drafts, to 

incorporate the real facts of the matter here.

Regarding expressing events dramatically, Millicent, Katherine's recent video "The 

Importance of Having a Dick" qualifies--not this draft!

As I said earlier sometimes it is important to fully address something, even if long, 

rather than try to condense it and eave out chunks and then have to revisit.

I am like you both pretty darn tired of this Mega Farce Katherine has created in our 

midst with wrongful charcaterizatons from the start which have snowballed into Full On 

Defamation and Slander.

The only way to put it to rest is to address it all, once and for all.

I will go back and re-read your draft Millicent, and add in what edits I can agree with but

removing large and full paragraphs at this point I cannot agree to.

May I ask why you chose to slash out your own added paragraph as well?

Thanks,

Ramola
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Sent using Hushmail

On 11/19/2019 at 12:04 PM, "Dr. M Black" XXX wrote:

Hi,

Attached is my "humble" attempt to make the statement more resemble what "I" would 

write. I hope that you can see my desire to present clarity to our viewers and other 

YouTube visitors of our stance on the breakup of TCFF.

Blessings,

Millicent

On 11/19/2019 at 8:05 AM, "Dr. M Black" xxx wrote:

Ramola,

I really believe that this notice will lose many supporters due to the dramatic way some of the events 
are portrayed. There are run-on sentences that lessens the professionalism of the communication. I 
don't have easy access to a printer and was kind of relying on Karen's corrections, however I do believe
some of the adjectives can be successfully removed and the message will still be clear. I'll send a 
"suggested" version during the morning. 

Blessings, 

Millicent 

From Ramola D
To All
Tuesday, November 19, 2019 9:02 PM 

Thanks.
I had told people earlier I would share it on Twitter.
Will post it shortly, and that is a great idea, for people to use as a template or model for their own 
demand letters--I will suggest it or run it as a Demand Letter to Barr campaign. I always recommend 
that people write their own experiences and ask: How could the FBI have watchlisted me? I think this 
will also work for UK targets, since global FBI along with local Intel is involved in targeting. But they 
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may need to send to their respective Heads of Intel/Justice system maybe/PM....I don't know, XXX 
may know.

****************************************************************************
Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports on Youtube, Vimeo, Bitchute
Twitter: @EccEveryday
Facebook: Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

From
Karen Stewart xxx
To Ramola D xxx
Cc Dr. M Black xxx
Sent 11/19/19 10:02 PM

This is brilliant.

You should share far and wide, so people can use it along with their 
own cover letters or as a template to write their own demand letters.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Nov 19, 2019, at 9:02 PM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

Finally printed and mailed my letter to Barr this evening. It's Letter 1; I wrote it while still trying to 
finish Letter 2 which is more detailed....so next job is finishing Letter 2 and sending it. That is, after I 
send copies to all the parties on my list first. Including Horowitz.

Enjoy!

I think we should ask people to send letters to Barr and Horowitz actually, about FISA abuse and 
watchlist fraud...

I'll take another look at the Joint draft tonight--

Ramola

https://protonmail.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ramolad
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/1LxN7TgTbJV7/
https://vimeo.com/ramoladreports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.everydayconcerned.net/
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On Mon, Nov 18, 2019 at 12:02 PM Ramola D XXX wrote:

I've been hit badly last night and today, still being hit --high 

heat, nausea frequencies. Large vans and closed bed pickups on 

street.

Have not had chance to look into Melzer request, will do today.

Sending my letter to Barr today. Will share shortly.

Just revised that one part XXX drew attention to, enclosed.

Pl. confirm after reading that you are ok with it, and I will publish today. If more changes 

are needed, pl. let me know.

thanks,

Ramola

Sent using Hushmail

Re: Draft revised, TCFF

From Karen Stewart xxx
To Ramola D <xxx

Sent Tuesday, November 19, 2019 at 
10:20 AM

Encrypted No 
Signed No 

Nausea could be a lily wave... hit with that in Maryland. Had to leave the house.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Nov 18, 2019, at 6:31 PM, Ramola D xxx wrote:
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Ok.

Your first statement has been added.

Draft enclosed.

Just to make sure we are all ok with this -- pl. let me know your final confirms, thanks,

Rd

Re: Draft revised, TCFF

From Karen Stewart xxx
To Ramola D xxx
Cc Dr. M Black xxx
Sent Tuesday, November 19, 2019 at 10:17 AM
Encrypted No 
Signed No 

I do not at all mind adding more from Millicent’s viewpoint.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Nov 18, 2019, at 5:22 PM, Ramola D xxx wrote:

Hi Millicent

I believe the statement is long because a few points needed to be explained clearly, including Karen's 

information regarding her own surprise the day we made that Video Note, which she had earlier 

written about publicly.

It is always easier to write long than short which takes much time to condense.

I don't think the statement shows defensiveness, it shows a re-visiting of the facts.
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Remember the very point of doing a joint statement at this point is to counter Katherine's lies, which 

she is freely using in her videos and tweets to slam me with and paint me to be what she apparently is,

a pathological liar and malignant narcissist (she has called me these names).

I will be glad to insert your note on the language just after mention of the main issues early on during 

the statement with the preface, Dr. Millicent Black notes: "We were within our rights to end the 

podcasts based on our constantly being exposed to NSA and Fusion Center scrutiny based on the calls

for violence by Dr. Katherine Horton. These statements made by Dr. Horton were frequently 

interjected to the point of sounding like we were combatants trying to incite criminal behavior. While 

Katherine Horton can get away with this dialect in Switzerland, the United States culture is much 

more prone to call for investigation into our group as some kind of terrorist group. We did seek to 

resolve the use of profanity due to our concerns of sounding unprofessional. 75% of our group was in 

agreement that this form of communication was problematic to our cause and, again, could not reach 

an agreement with Dr. Horton about this issue."

I am not sure which call you mean below but if you mean a call much prior to that last week of July, 

yes, I recall we met once (and had talked often of meeting) to talk about calls to violence and waited 

for Katherine and gave up. If you mean that, I can add this in at some point "I, Millicent, was part of 

the scheduled Skype call in which Katherine refused to meet with us that was to discuss changes to 

Techno. Karen did have another appointment and could not attend. There was more than one meeting 

scheduled in which Katherine avoided being confronted about her behavior." (Not sure what the rest 

of what you state is intended to emphasize?)

We were most definitely within our rights to end Techno as you note -- and in fact it dissolved before 

our eyes. 

This statement is not a defense of our right to end Techno -- but a repudiation of Katherine's claims I 

am the one who blew up Techno (just cause I am an egoist apparently), it is meant to directly address 

her slander. 
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It will be a very important statement for all observers, historically speaking, and will quell all 

confusion on this issue -- confusion Katherine has deliberately churned up.

I would like to finalize and close this matter -- no matter how wordy the statement seems, it is 

increasingly clear what the truth is.

With your and Karen's permission I can add in your words as above, let me know.

Ramola

Sent using Hushmail

----------------------------------

On 11/18/2019 at 2:00 PM, "Dr. M Black" XXX wrote:

Hi,

I still think that this statement is too wordy that shows a defensiveness that we don't 

need to own. 

We were within our rights to end the podcasts based on our constantly being exposed to 

NSA and Fusion Center scrutiny based on the calls for violence by Dr. Katherine 

Horton. These statements made by Dr. Horton were frequently interjected to the point of 

sounding like we were combatants trying to incite criminal behavior. While Katherine 

Horton can get away with this dialect in Switzerland, the United States culture is much 

more prone to call for investigation into our group as some kind of terrorist group. We 

did seek to resolve the use of profanity due to our concerns of sounding unprofessional. 

75% of our group was in agreement that this form of communication was problematic to 

our cause and, again, could not reach an agreement with Dr. Horton about this issue.

I, Millicent, was part of the scheduled Skype call in which Katherine refused to meet 

with us that was to discuss changes to Techno. Karen did have another appointment and 
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could not attend. There was more than one meeting scheduled in which Katherine 

avoided being confronted about her behavior. Katherine also had scheduled meetings, 

previously, in which I was the only attendee. Obviously, these meetings were not to 

discuss her behavior. 

Blessings,

Millicent

From Karen Stewart xxx
To Ramola D xxx

Sent Monday, November 18, 2019 at 2:46 PM
Encrypted No 

Signed No 

Looking forward to seeing your letter to Barr. I sent him one too and just resent several of my letters 
today to Senators McCaskill and Johnson who purport to be pro-whistleblowers.

I will send multiple copies of my letters to Sen Grassley too. 
He is supposed to be very interested in the FISA Abuse report.
We have to make sure tyey know the broader spectrum.
K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

        A bit more

From Karen Stewart

To All

Monday, November 18, 2019 2:35 PM 

Still wondering if is less is more... professionally. Again, trying to step away from too many 

adverbs that seem vituperative. I think ...”Dr. Horton has wrongfully characterized” well 

suffices and is less combative and more palatable to Horton supporters... those who have 

been after Ramola and who we wish to convince to back off.
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...Karen was “shocked”, to get a call that TCFF was to be announced as at an end, when more 
accurately, we understand now, after...

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Mon, Nov 18, 2019 at 12:02 PM Ramola D <xxxwrote:

I've been hit badly last night and today, still being hit --high heat, nausea 

frequencies. Large vans and closed bed pickups on street. 

Have not had chance to look into Melzer request, will do today.

Sending my letter to Barr today. Will share shortly.

Just revised that one part XXX drew attention to, enclosed.

Pl. confirm after reading that you are ok with it, and I will publish today. If more changes 

are needed, pl. let me know.

thanks,

Ramola

Sent using Hushmail
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Draft, joint TCFF statement

From Karen Stewart xxx
To Ramola D xxx

Sent
Sunday, November 17, 2019 8:19 PM 

Sure, factually correct. I will “sign”. 

K. M. Stewart 
National Security Agency 
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs 

-------------------------------

TCFF Joint4.doc
From Karen Stewart
To All
Sunday, November 17, 2019 2:58 PM 

Ok, you have my approval. Thank you for considering my suggestions. Hope this helps. 

K. M. Stewart 
National Security Agency 
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs 

Thought process behind my suggestions

From Karen Stewart
To All
Sunday, November 17, 2019 2:50 PM 

Joint statement needs to be more Professional than Emotional. 
Needs no hint of being vituperative. 

K. M. Stewart 
National Security Agency 
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs 

Re: Draft again, revised/Re: Reminder 3 -- What I said in that Video Note
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From Dr. M Black xxx
To Ramola D xxx
Cc Karen Stewart xxx
Sent Sunday, November 17, 2019 at 1:13 PM
Encrypted No 
Signed No 

Hi Ramola,

I am much in favor of making a NEWSBREAK about the Psychological Torture investigation by Nils
Melzer. In fact, I have sent out an update from my Change.org Petition 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-false-diagnoses-leading-to-forced-psychiatric-detainment-to-cover-
illegal-human-experimentation-and-military-training-resulting-in-torture, that now has over 2500 
signatures from US citizens and probably 300+ more from citizens of other nations. I have sent Mr. 
Melzer copies of both the signatures and the comments from this Petition since his request for 
information came out. If you did not receive the update, something is wrong with the process through 
Change.org. I am working with them on that issue now.  The Petition has gained 65 new signatures 
since I sent out the update on Wednesday. I'm so happy for the continued interest in helping us to 
further this crime. Would love to talk more about it with you and Karen.

I will read over the update and get back to you. I'm glad that we are doing this together.

Blessings,

Millicent

On Sun, Nov 17, 2019 at 11:03 AM Ramola D wrote:

Hi Millicent

Thank you for this note and response re. emails with Katherine at the time and I 

understand. I love and appreciate you both immensely too. Our praying together did 

indeed mean the world to me and still does.

If you and Karen would like to package and sell Techno perhaps you should initiate a note

to Mindy and Katherine on this subject, and also consider how the proceeds should be 

collected and shared with her (Katherine) or sent into a fund to benefit TIs perhaps--I 

don't know. Currently the videos are mirrored by many and free online.

https://www.change.org/p/stop-false-diagnoses-leading-to-forced-psychiatric-detainment-to-cover-illegal-human-experimentation-and-military-training-resulting-in-torture
https://www.change.org/p/stop-false-diagnoses-leading-to-forced-psychiatric-detainment-to-cover-illegal-human-experimentation-and-military-training-resulting-in-torture
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(I am not against the idea, seems like work to me, but you have my consent if you wish--

and I am glad to help further if you wish.)

Hi Karen,

Thank you for spending time and sending suggestions on the draft--good suggestions all, I

have incorporated them all, and just re-arranged one of your additions for syntax. The 

new draft is enclosed.

What do you all think of Nils Melzer's call for accounts on Torture--shall I promote this 

further? Would you both like to do a Newsbreak where you can share your thoughts on 

it/we can announce it and ask people to send him an account?

I am going to read up on it further and see what I think today.

I am working on a series of articles currently to bring attention to the FOIA docs which 

were released last year to a requestor, including that 1994 MOU--these are actually major 

docs and no-one knows about them; hope to publish 2 articles this week.

I have read and learned so much at this point that I feel certain major international 

speeches need to be made--the whole world is in danger, and it's not from climate change.

Human rights groups at Univs and elsewhere need to be contacted. People like us need to 

be giving talks at churches, Univs, HR groups, bookstores (we all need to have books out 

at speed). We need the online press conferences I had hoped we cd have. I am still 

thinking abt these things but I am thinking we absolutely need to start online press 

conferences and reading out powerful written statements to the world. Despite the breaks 

among us all, (TJ, FFTI etc) I feel those of us with soul need to speak out. While Q 

promises much, because these are military and Intel matters (they love their weapons & 

they have whole industries set up now), I do not think they will go the whole way -- only 
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HR advocates will. Taking all ideas....but am going to develop a campaign list and share 

privately with you 3 (XXX too) for now.

Let me know if this statement draft at this point works and I will publish it today. But will

wait for confirmation from both of you first.

Thanks,

Ramola

Sent using Hushmail

On 11/14/2019 at 2:09 PM, "Dr. M Black" wrote:

Ramola,

I am still 100% sure we did what we had to do regarding TCFF. I have said the same to 

Katherine recently. 

I only continued emails with KH to defend myself against her angry accusations after the

announcement was made.

Ramola, I told you about asking KH for the voice recordings of her calls to Chief Potts. I

also told you when I agreed to be her witness. There has not been any conversational 

communication at all.

I still wish we could package for sale the episodes of TCFF, I bet Mindy would agree. I 

agree with Karen, history was made in those broadcasts. We have much to be proud of 

as a result of Techno.
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I love and appreciate you both. My goodness, we prayed together every week. That's the 

highest spiritual connection you can have and I believe it still exists. I will veto the devil 

in any and all attempts to destroy that bond.

Blessings and Much Love, 

Millicent 
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On Thu, Nov 14, 2019, 11:08 AM Ramola D  wrote:

Unfortunately I think we all have to watch this Video Note again, but I will 

spell out what I notice watching it now, below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVn6-4rAoTo

Copying this series of reminder emails to XXX as witness--one who has followed this 

entire saga closely and sees the lies Katherine is currently publishing about me.

I also think, Karen, Millicent, you both must read the entire series of emails again too, if 

you have doubts or questions about what really went down there, and if you really believe

Katherine was "blindsided" and had no clue Techno was over when we did our video 

note, or that she could possibly think I would ever work with her again after her 

supernasty emails to me.

I can tell you re-reading those emails, what stands out is her tone speaking to all of us, 

and I am glad and proud I did not speak back to her in the same combative and adversarial

way, but maintained a calm writing voice throughout, even as she seriously upset me with

her tone and words and denials and insults.

This Video Note: Hard watching this again, but I notice 1) I took on more than I should 

have, stating or seeming to state something like that I primarily (more than you both) had 

had a disagreement about continuing a show where Katherine made calls to violence I did

not agree with (this was latter part of podcast); when actually you both also had major 

issues with same, as per what the emails show. 2) I was candid in reporting that emails 

and discussions with Katherine had met impasse, that we could not continue working with

her and I certainly could not. 3) I notice your dismay, Karen, when I reported what people

were saying in the chat room and relayed Weber's remarks and responded to Katherine's 

statements and said I had no doubt she would do her own goodbye podcast. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVn6-4rAoTo
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If it looked like it was 3 of us versus her, it is because it WAS. She had dissed the entire 

group -- and this is something you both seem to have forgotten.

Please watch this video again and re-read all your own emails again to figure this out-- 

now that you both are back to engaging with her, and (without intending to I am sure--I 

attriibute no ill intent) permitting her, unwittingly, to smear me as prime breaker-up of 

Techno -- which we absolutely have to set straight with a Joint Statement. 

Re. what Karen has said, there is no way I will do a mea culpa in this joint statement --to 

which end I want to point out a couple things from a couple more of the email exchanges, 

including one from you Karen-- so will send 2 or 3 more emails here, as reminder to all of

us. I hope you will see it defeats the purpose entirely to do any kind of mea culpa -- 

particularly when it is completely not indicated. Katherine KNEW Techno had ended; and

she most certainly was being excluded from OUR goodbye note because she had by this 

point jettisoned ALL OF US as a GROUP--and it was NOT a Goodbye Techno Episode 

as she called it, it was a note on MY CHANNEL to let people know as a courtesy Techno 

was over, which I do say at the start of this podcast. 

If she told you something else -- or has published something else on her website, which 

she has -- these are LIES. Katherine is LYING. Please be aware.

Rd

Sent using Hushmail
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2nd suggestions
From Karen Stewart
To Ramola D
Saturday, November 16, 2019 4:59 PM 

..but that is because she had already rejected indepth attempts to reason with her and find a solution 
from all three women separately prior to that podcast, which was the primary reason for the breakup 
of the group, with much frustration and bad feelings generated by her refusal to further discuss... 

Dr. Horton’s repeated miscaracterizations since then and recently, scapegoating Ramola D as the 
prime cause or instigator of TCFF’s demise, and publishing such miscaracterized interpretations and 
accusations against Ramola D — may rise from her own denial that her calls to violence were 
inappropriate or even done, or as a desire to deflect attention from her own culpability in an unwise 
course of action, which ultimately brought TCFF to and end, should be repudiated. 

K. M. Stewart 
National Security Agency 
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs 

Minor suggestions, take or leave...

From Karen Stewart
To All
Saturday, November 16, 2019 4:37 PM 

Your followers know you have been slandered, Katherine’s will be more 
receptive to emphasizing erroneous facts and miscaracterization. (Miscaracterization can be error or deception, 
let them decide... independent analysis is stronger than trying to lead the person).

deceptively wrong replace with factually wrong.
It is a matter of interpretation to many, though you have presented why it technically was not a TCFF episode, 
it will be splitting hairs to many... which can also be seen as deceptive. 

add...
“...and even if the Note itself, intended originally to be a brief and neutral announcement of the unfortunate 
end of TCFF, expanded unexpectedly into...

Too ambiguous:
“and key members of the former group were no longer speaking to each other.”

Could be interpreted as more than just Katherine and you not speaking, could make ppl think perhaps Ramola 
and Karen, or Millicent and Karen ...
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I would say, “TCFF as a group and a forum no longer existed at that point and as a result, communications 
were strained and unfruitful or just finally non-existent.”

(graphic of TCFF-JS-Draft here removed)

K. M. Stewart 
National Security Agency 
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs 

--------------------------------

Re: Reminder 4--Fwd: Re: 
roleoffusioncentersincounteringviolentextremism_compliant.pdf

From Dr. M Black XXX
To Ramola XXX
Cc Karen Stewart XXX, Dr. M. Black XXX, XXX
Sent Saturday, November 16, 2019 at 2:35 PM
Encrypted No 
Signed No 

Hi,

One note, my withdrawal was immediately after the break-up. I was also the object of her anger, and 
you did urge me to do so. I followed my conviction and your advice.

One thing is for sure, life is quieter, however, I'm glad that you and Karen have continued to be such 
an important part of the revelation of the criminality in America. Your podcasts, letters and articles 
are major reality checks to the world. 

Blessings, 

Millicent 
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On Sat, Nov 16, 2019 at 11:45 AM Ramola D XXX wrote:

Thank you Millicent -- yes, I know you had both left JIT too eventually. I think this walk 

down memory lane had to be taken only because of Katherine and how she is 

scapegoating me nonstop.

Thank you Karen -- I understand better now your own note re being surprised. At the time

I did not understand why you were so hard to reach that morning and then was 

disheartened and surprised at your note on Facebook after our Video Note suggesting we 

had not solicited your full input -- whereas we had wanted to and tried to, twice, the night 

before and the day of, well-ahead of the time we hoped to make a note together. I would 

not have even dreamt of notifying you only at the last minute --we had sent several invites

and I think Millicent's went through finally--which is why your name was marked as hers 

on-air too. We wished to discuss it with you, and only make a decision between all 3. I 

personally did not wish to ever speak to Katherine again or be in her presence on any 

more podcasts but neither you nor Millicent thought it was a good idea either to include 

her on a note -- frankly it felt to me at the time she had tossed all 3 of us aside together.

Because we did not publish a joint note at that time as I had hoped, I think a joint note at 

this time has to address the fact that she is scapegoating, targeting, and attacking me -- 

these are smear campaigns. She is not doing this to you both because you have both re-

engaged with her, to her benefit.

I have revised the draft and enclose it, please suggest or make changes if you wish.

Thanks,

Ramola

Sent using Hushmail
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On 11/16/2019 at 6:09 AM, "Karen Stewart" XXX wrote:

In regard to my missing the earlier notification that Thursday, I was not 

expecting a TCFF episode (or anything else) to happen, so I was not monitoring 

my devices. No definitive decision on announcing its end had been agreed upon 

yet when I was speakng to Ramola and Millicent, if I remember correctly. 

Ramola and Millicent of course had had a longer conversation the day before, 

when it was clear there was no solving the impasse with Katherine. I assumed at 

that time that there would have been one last exchange between Ramola and 

Katherine to that affect, after Ramola spoke to me briefly then more at length to 

Millicent, but I was wrong. My first impression Thursday when Ramola reached 

me was that Ramola had just notified me at the last moment for whatever reason, 

but that too was wrong. I then learned she had indeed tried before, but I had just 

missed it/them. 

Just wrapping up this point.

K. M. Stewart

National Security Agency

Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Nov 14, 2019, at 8:52 PM, Dr. M Black XXX wrote:

Ramola, 

Please remember that both Karen and I withdrew from the JIT and I asked her to remove

my information from her website. KH did make other slurs about me and I addressed 

them with her privately. 
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I didn't mean to send you on this painful walk down memory lane. I did look for myself 

and stated to KH that her language is still offensive and might cause her problems at 

some point. 

Blessings, 

Millicent 

On Thursday, 14 November 2019 17:33, Ramola D XXX wrote:

It looks like Karen and MIllicent were continuing to exchange emails with Katherine the 
very day of that Video Note before we did that Note together.

I was not. After her last email to us all -- in Reminder 2 -- where she called me mental 
after I had slammed her with reminders of her echo-stalking - I had totally stopped 
communicating with her and think I sent another email saying I was not speaking with her
anymore, which means as far as I was concerned Techno was over and I was not 
participating anymore--I will send that in a minute.

Perhaps Karen and Millicent, you can explain why you were still emailing with her at this 
time, after both of you telling me the night before Techno was over -- during our brief 
video-meeting together on Wed Aug 1 evening, wondering what to do abt the next day's 
Techno slot--when our primary conundrum at that point was relaying news about 
Techno being over and not whether it was over.

Important to note though that MIllicent said this, cementing her opposition to Katherine's 
stance:
"The kind of vigilante style assassinations you have suggested has gone on over a year, 
almost weekly. You go back and watch your words and actions."

And Karen said this, cementing her opposition to Katherine's stance:
"Katherine, I have asked for the death penalty - within the confines of the law. You went 
off on a tangent that encouraged assassination. That is why the controversy." 

Evidence of impasse, right up to moment of that Video Note--but the very fact of your 
continuing communications with her is evidence that you both continued talking with her 
on this subject after it was mutually evident Techno had ended -- Katherine was not 
blindsided, and nor were either of you-- we ALL knew TCFF had closed. Please consult 
your own memory here as to why you kept on emailing with Katherine here and why you 
did not bring up with her then the primary condundrum of how to relay the news of 
Techno being over with her then, if you feel now that she should have been "notified" 
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(which you did not feel then, or we would not have done that Video Note together at 
all.)

2 more Reminder emails I think...

Rd

---------------------------------------

On Thu, Nov 14, 2019, 11:51 AM Ramola D XXX wrote:

On the day of that Video Note (the time of which I cannot ascertain 

currently--shd dig through and see if I can figure that out), I sent you all an 

email--not responding to Katherine--whom you both were still emailing with

that morning -- with this info on word-energies.

It was 9:45 EST on August 2 when I sent this note -- and I don't know if cyber-hacking 

meant Karen saw it only later, her note back her is 11:55 am -- but I was stating clearly I 

am no longer speaking to her -- something I haven't backtracked on.

Obviously that means I was also saying Techno was over -- but that was something we 

all knew by this point, including Katherine -- and I reiterate, the night before we had 

met briefly on our video conference and agreed Techno had ended. I forget when 

Karen told us she had continued to email with Katherine and agreed mutually 

Techno had ended, but it might have been during that brief video-meeting with her. 

This is what I wrote in Backstory: https://everydayconcerned.net/2018/08/15/ramola-d-

the-end-of-techno-crime-fighters-forum-the-real-backstory/

--which I ask that you, Karen and Millicent, please re-read in full to remind yourselves of 

what went down in its entirety, and also to remind yourselves you read it last year before I

published it, and approved it as truthful and accurate (of course you could not comment 

on my private experience of her echo-stalking with me, but you approved all else): 

https://everydayconcerned.net/2018/08/15/ramola-d-the-end-of-techno-crime-fighters-forum-the-real-backstory/
https://everydayconcerned.net/2018/08/15/ramola-d-the-end-of-techno-crime-fighters-forum-the-real-backstory/
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"In any case, I’m not covering it all. Suffice it to say that at some point we all realized 

Techno was royally dead and could not be resuscitated. Karen and Katherine exchanged 

emails examining the corpse. I stopped emailing. I spoke privately on a video meeting 

later that evening with both Karen and Millicent, with Karen only briefly since she had an

interview. The next morning right up to one hour before the allotted time for Techno we 

continued to receive emails from Katherine questioning the value of public exposure of 

these crimes and stating that people like Ceasescu and Hitler had only been stopped with 

a bullet in the head. (“Do you really believe that multi trillion dollar projects are going to 

be pulled because there are web articles and a few YouTube videos on the crimes? If the 

military ever thought so then they would fire tweets, but they don’t. They fire bullets and 

rockets. And they never failed to get the job done.” “By the way, Nicolae Ceasescu was 

an agent of the banking cartel, just like Gina Haspel. He had non-stop public exposure 

during his reign and it did diddly squat. Hitler had public exposure, so had Stalin. It was 

all worth jack. The only thing that ever did the job were executions. That’s why the Mafia

uses them, because they are the only thing that works on psychopaths.”)

(In my previous email I had reiterated my views about the importance of 

public exposure versus the lunacy of violence: “Bullets through brains are 

not the answer, in my view, and public exposure is indeed the answer. It is 

not courage that puts bullets through brains: destruction is EASY, this is 

why thugs do it. Killing and assaulting people–which is what the 

CIA/FBI/NSA is doing to us, with stealth weapons–are the actions of 

cowards and criminals. Perhaps you need your own show where you talk 

about bullets through brains incessantly– the whole POINT of having a 

show like Techno was and is and has been public exposure. So if we 

disagree there, so be it. That is a FUNDAMENTAL difference in point of 

view.

“It is not our “holier-than-thou” attitude or swearing, either, which will stop 

the psychopaths. But continuous public exposure, the vanguard of a firm 

resistance, and the power of words, intention, and information to inform 
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larger and larger masses of public who do indeed need to take firm action to 

stop the psychopaths (I mean round them up, prosecute and jail them). And 

change the laws.”)

By this point we had gotten the impression that Katherine did not care about 

the group opinions or interests or ideas, had disrespected and abandoned the 

group, and didn’t care what we thought, felt, or requested. Throughout this 

contentious exchange she had continued to re frame our concerns as 

American prudery and indoctrination (“You are the most brainwashed nation

on earth”) and questioned our very real remonstrances as attacks on her free 

speech, idle accusations without evidence, and bullying and ganging up on 

her (“You don’t come along and start telling people that they have to change

or can’t say things because they clash with your views or the image you 

want to project. If you want to enforce homogeneity don’t pick a free speech

platform.”)

It is unimaginable for Katherine to say that she did not know Techno had 

ended: Karen and she had discussed this. Our group emails had simply 

petered out into an absolute impasse and there was nothing more to say. It is 

completely off-base for her to issue public notificationsthat I took a decision 

on my own to end Techno. I sent out a meeting invite to Karen and Millicent

(corrected 10/26/2019: not Katherine, as I had had it earlier)  before the 

hour―primarily to honor the time slot of Techno and to discuss whether we 

should announce that Techno had ended on our own, the three of us, or try to

make that announcement with Katherine. It would be an understatement to 

say that we were not all feeling devastated by what had just transpired, over 

the space of the last few days. We could not envision Katherine coming on 

with us and not continuing the acrimony on air and continuing to deny what 

she had spent several emails to deny, hence the decision to not send her a 

meeting invite. This had certainly ended badly, and I personally―being the 

one she primarily directed her ire against, and the one repeatedly verbally 
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battered, framed, and abused―was neither interested in working with her 

any further in any way, shape, or form nor in having her on set myself. But I 

would like to point out that the decision to not invite her was a threefold one,

not mine alone. It was a group decision to strive to honor the 

accomplishments of Techno and end with gratitude and grace, as much as 

we could, chalking the end up to ideological differences, which was 

certainly true.

Please also note that none of us saw this as an “episode” or “the last show.” 

This was only a a joint video note from the three of us―who had already 

been disrespected and abandoned as agroup by Katherine— to honor the 

regular time slot and mark the end of Techno for viewers (so they would not 

wonder what had happened that day to the show). The actual last episode 

ofTechno, which we did not know at the time, was Episode 71, on July 26, 

2018. Techno had begun as TI Forum at Pineconeutopia with Dr. Paul 

Marko and Mindy Urken on March 17, 2017."

1 more reminder email, thanks,

Rd

Sent using Hushmail

----- Forwarded message from "Karen Stewart"XXX -----

Date: 8/2/2018 at 11:55 AM

Subject: Re: roleoffusioncentersincounteringviolentextremism_compliant.pdf

To: Ramola D XXX

Thank you.

K. M. Stewart

National Security Agency

Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Aug 2, 2018, at 9:45 AM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

Maybe Katherine shd see this--from Matt Landman's web site--feel free to share links or text with 

her; I am no longer speaking to her--Ramola: 
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July 31st ~ Choose your words wisely. The "I love you, I hate you" rice 
experiment (see video here) is yet another fascinating, tangible example 
of the power behind words, thoughts and energy. In the repeated and 
famous rice experiment, rice is used as a medium to direct love or hate 
and literal observable outcome are undeniable and revealing. One jar of 
cooked rice is told "I love you" daily. One jar of cooked rice is told "I hate 
you" daily. The results speak for themselves. Think before you speak and
develop the realization that your true power lies in knowing the strength 
your voice has. Learn more about the rice experiment here : 30 days of 
love, hate and indifference - Rice and water experiment #1 and or check 
out this link here :  3 jars of rice, plus love and hate equals an 
amazing experiment

Sent using Hushmail

On 8/2/2018 at 6:35 AM, "Dr. Katherine Horton" XXX wrote:

What this is about is that if you claim that we are acting as the KKK that you prove that.

Katherine

On 2 August 2018 at 12:18, Dr. M Black XXX wrote:

I've not made any accusations without evidence. That's why I've been diagnosed 

as hypervigilant. And, it's why I've asked you to "read" word-for-word from my 

statements from my documents in the past. Those statements, I can prove. I don't

disagree with proper punishment, I do disagree with us acting like the KKK.

Millicent 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2018, 5:11 AM Dr. Katherine Horton XXX wrote:

How about those who make accusations and remember it distinctly go and

get the evidence. If you make an accusation you have to provide the 

evidence. 

Also, you are 3 people who all remember when I said that and I am alone and don't know

which passage you mean. I would have to watch all of past techno. You can split the 

work.

I remember going on about military tribunals and death penalties as an open negotiation 

position like a broken record.

Katherine

On 2 August 2018 at 12:08, Dr. M Black XXX wrote:

Katherine,

http://www.realtruekaren.com/blog/3-jars-of-rice-plus-love-and-hate-equals-an-amazing-experiment
http://www.realtruekaren.com/blog/3-jars-of-rice-plus-love-and-hate-equals-an-amazing-experiment
https://yayyayskitchen.com/2017/02/02/30-days-of-love-hate-and-indifference-rice-and-water-experiment-1/
https://yayyayskitchen.com/2017/02/02/30-days-of-love-hate-and-indifference-rice-and-water-experiment-1/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1sWVjXhKfg
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The kind of vigilante style assassinations you have suggested has gone on over a year, almost 

weekly. You go back and watch your words and actions. 

Millicent 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2018, 4:26 AM Dr. Katherine Horton XXX wrote:

Can you guys point me to the passage in the Techno Forum that this entire hoo-ha is 

about? I was talking not just about war crimes tribunals but also emphasised that even 

the death penalty is just an opening bid in a negotiation in court. Is that taken into 

account?

Also NOT advocating death penalties OR assassination encourages the continued 

weekly murder of thousands of children. That's ok because it's silent and we can feel all 

holier than though?

On 2 August 2018 at 11:23, Karen Stewart XXX wrote:

Katherine, I have asked for the death penalty - within the confines of the law. You 

went off on a tangent that encouraged assassination. That is why the controversy.

K. M. Stewart

NSA Accidental Whistleblower

On Aug 2, 2018, at 4:08 AM, Dr. Katherine Horton XXX wrote:

Sorry, I cannot see anything that outlaws asking for the death penalty for 

criminals according to the US Code.

In fact, I consider it counter-productive NOT to talk about the death penalty because 

there honestly isn't a way to stop this without executing the heads. You cannot jail them 

because they will run the operations from jail like the mobsters.

Katherine

On 2 August 2018 at 08:29, Dr. M Black XXX wrote:

Hi All,

This is what I'm talking about when I object to the chatter around violence. This 

information goes to Fusion Centers for evaluation.
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Blessings, 

Millicent 

-----------------------------
From:
Dr. M Black XXX
Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:54 PM 
To Karen Stewart XXX 
CC Ramola DXXX
Millicent Black XXX

Thank you. I'm having a lot of car sabotage, read my email to Chief Potts that i just sent to 
you. Emails to Chief Potts last night and this morning have beenreturned by the mailer demon.
Can we do a podcast to discuss the electronic harassment of a car, especiallyfor women?

Blessings,

Millicent

----------------------------------------
From: Ramola D XXX 
Wednesday, November 13, 2019 8:14 AM 
To: Karen Stewart XXX
Millicent Black XXX
Millicent Black TI Pastor Tennessee XXX

Millicent, you can go to her timeline (@JITUpdate) anytime and check out what she is 
saying--if you scroll down you will find these tweets--I don't have links.
This is one where she calls for men -- but I read a whole bunch earlier where she went on and 
on about men needing to go shoot the DEWS -- and much in her tweet line abt taking out the 
criminals --https://twitter.com/JITupdate/status/1188007825743798272
She also repudiates frequently that prayer, meditation, raising your vibration can do anything 
to stop these assaults and criminals--says all New Age--nice sleight of hand mixing it all in 
(disinfo with truth) and saying she knows how frequency works because she knows Physics 
(she is wrong--I think you know more abt how frequency works, with your understanding of 
the Rife frequencies et al).
Rd

****************************************************************************
Ramola D

https://twitter.com/JITupdate/status/1188007825743798272
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Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher,The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter,Ramola D ReportsonYoutube,Vimeo,Bitchute
Twitter:@EccEveryday
Facebook:Ramola Dharmaraj

--------------------------------------
From: Ramola D XXX 
Wednesday, November 13, 2019 7:46 AM 
To: Karen Stewart XXX
Millicent Black XXX
Millicent Black TI Pastor Tennessee XXX

Sorry to hear Millicent--hope you drove safely back.
I am being hit in the eyes currently too and sense my right eye is quite damaged.
When I saw an opthalmologist in India over the summer he told me my eyes were great "for 
my age" and when pressed said it looked like they were a bit dry; of course, probably having 
been contacted (weird signals prior and lurking assistant) he would not say "radiation 
damage". I hope you have better luck with your doctors. A MBTA bus which frequently 
crosses my path has on its side an ad which says oddly: Get un-used to limited access to 
doctors and top hospitals. I think they mean, used!

****************************************************************************
Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher,The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter,Ramola D ReportsonYoutube,Vimeo,Bitchute
Twitter:@EccEveryday
Facebook:Ramola Dharmaraj

------------------------

From:
Dr. M Black XXX
Tuesday, November 12, 2019 1:20 PM
To Karen Stewart XXX 
CC Ramola DXXX
Millicent BlackXXX

Thank you.

--------------------------

https://www.facebook.com/ramolad
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/1LxN7TgTbJV7/
https://vimeo.com/ramoladreports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.everydayconcerned.net/
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From: Karen Stewart XXX 
Tuesday, November 12, 2019 1:04 PM  
To: Ramola D XXX
Millicent Black XXX
Millicent Black TI Pastor Tennessee XXX

Praying, God protect you.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

---------------------

From: 
Dr. M Black XXX
Tuesday, November 12, 2019 12:13 PM 
To: Ramola D 

Hi,

Will you share the tweets that are calling for violence? It will affect my support of her case. That's a 
sabotage.

Millicent

-------------------
From: 
Karen Stewart XXX 
Tuesday, November 12, 2019 12:10 PM  
To: Ramola D XXX
Millicent Black XXX
Millicent Black TI Pastor Tennessee XXX

I do not mind correction or reminding at all. The point is accuracy. We’ll work it out. After trying my best to resolve
conflict, then trying to explain and defend our actions, I did walk away so there is a bit of fog there. 

K. M. Stewart 
National Security Agency 
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs 

From:
Dr. M Black XXX
Tuesday, November 12, 2019 12:04 PM
To Ramola D XXX
CC Karen Stewart XXX
Millicent Black XXX
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Hi ladies,

I'm just leaving Alabama from an ophthalmology appointment. RW has caused me 2 episodes of blindness 
while driving, almost causing me to run into moving vehicles, both black. The Dr. explained that pain in the 
back of my brain can effect my vision, so he's calling it an optical migraine.

Webster threatened this morning to blind me if I came to this appointment and I reported him to the police 
asking for a note to be made. He's been sending obnoxious visuals to my optical nerve.

Will respond soon.

Millicent

-----------------------------------------
From: 
Ramola D XXX 
Tuesday, November 12, 2019 10:25 AM 
To: Karen Stewart XXX
Millicent Black XXX
Millicent Black TI Pastor Tennessee XXX

Ok.

I will dig up those emails and have a look.

But I can tell you I did not ever write to Katherine ever again after my last email to her on our group 
email after which she laughed at me in a return email for mentioning "echo-stalking."

I do recall you telling us that you had continued emailing separately with her and that you had both 
agreed TCFF was dead -- I mentioned this in my Real Backstory, which you read through and 
approved as accurate--that was my point in asking you all to review that article before I published it, 
to make sure you could see I was striving throughout in that document to be truthful and accurate.

I will have a clearer view once I re-read those emails but as I recall, I was most certainly never going 
to talk to Katherine again after her insulting emails. There is no way I would have agreed to send her 
a email notification that we were going to do a video note etc, announcing TCFF was dead, etc. so 
what you are saying now re. we should have sent her a notification, I should have called her or 
emailed her is not accurate to the mood of what had happened -- we were all upset as I recall.

And when Millicent and I chatted a bit the night before -- where you popped in but had to leave -- I 
think we did not really decide anything but just wondered what to do and wished you were there so 
we could figure it out. Think we left it as, people will be expecting Techno to occur as usual 
tomorrow and what should we do about that, and shall we try to speak to Karen tomorrow at 10 am so
we can have the conference we are trying to have now, but need her input too. I can tell you candidly I
did NOT wish, myself, to be on a video-call with Katherine ever again, and when you eventually 
came into the meeting the next day, late as it was, when we together pondered the advisability of 
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calling Katherine -- which I left completely on the table at that point, I did NOT make a unilateral 
decision not to call her -- I personally did NOT wish to call her or include her because I could not see 
how such a group chat could help anything when she had just declared war on all of us, fully 
disrespected us as a group, and refused to listen to a thing any of us said.

I think Millicent agreed, and as you note, you agreed too--we all felt we would end in royal fight on-
air-- you know why, because right up to that point--that morning!-- she was saying 1) I never made 
calls to violence 2) only violence has worked, look at Hitler and Ceasescu. In other words, Katherine 
KNEW very well what she had said and done, and was not backing down from her BS attitude: 
which, by the way, she has not backed down from today either; check her Twitter line, she is 
constantly asking men to go shoot DEWs and people.

I did not at any time see or consider that doing a notification announcement as a courtesy to our 
viewers that Techno was over was in any way a joint TCFF announcement -- it was not. Katherine 
had just harpooned Techno and was sitting in her own little canoe, sublime in her attacks on all 3 of 
us. In fact I believe I said on-air that "no doubt Katherine will make her own announcements and give 
her own side of it"-- I fully expected her to do a video herself, and she in fact did. I also expected she 
would tell a tall tale about how it all ended, given that was how she was communicating to us in those 
last emails, but what I did NOT expect and took full exception to was her saying 1) I was responsible 
for ending Techno 2) I was demented for mentioning "echo-stalking" 3) we had excluded her from a 
final episode of Techno-- which it never was.

To look back now and say, oh we never notified her TCFF was dead, and oh we never called her for 
that final Note is a bit idiotic I feel when 1) she knew perfectly well Techno was dead--as you 
confirmed from telling us you had emailed separately with her, and as anyone could tell (all 4 of us, 
including her) on that email chain with those last group emails 2) we certainly had not decided (the 
evening before) to do a Video Notification that Techno was dead--which we were excluding her 
from--until we all spoke together that morning-- your input was essential to us--and mutually decided 
at past 11 am NOT to invite her, given the impasse; yes we DID exclude her, by consensus, but we 
excluded her from a notification and goodbye announcement, not an episode of Techno! 3) Katherine 
had broken off from the group at that point, vital to remember that.

I will check out those emails later today -- have so much else to do, but will look again.

Understood, re. your affidavit being given to her earlier. I too thought of Katherine as a friend, she 
would call me out of the blue on Skype ALL the time, and we would discuss things - she would 
always say she had news to give etc, but she also called when I was working on major articles and 
took up time (2-3 hour phone calls), and then the whole Amethyst horror story unfolded (she did 
nothing to help Melanie get the baby back as requested by Melanie), and she also did echo-stalk, so 
my sense of her as a friend had steadily been eroded over time, even as she sought to dominate, take 
over, and run Techno while daring to talk abt violence as a thing to do on our show! But I strove 
always to continue working with her, to honor her strong voice, to stay positive. Trying to move 
Techno from weekly to monthly met with major resistance from her -- and then the blow-up on email 
where everything ended and I believe all 4 of us witnessed the ending. Later I learned more of her 
betrayals at Erasme, from Melanie's court-case. We all treated Katherine with respect and friendship, 
throughout the time we worked with her. She blew all that out of the water that week, and ended 
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Techno herself. However, there was no way forward with her anymore with her retaining her rights to
issue calls to violence; the 3 of us were on one side, she was on another, and I believe none of us 
wished to continue with that attitude of hers.

Would appreciate Millicent expressing her views here, thanks.

Ramola

-------------------------
From: 
Karen Stewart XXX
Tuesday, November 12, 2019 9:10 AM 
To Ramola D XXX

Rereading... trying to be accurate, wherever the chips fall.
Not defending anyone. Truth and accuracy are key. It is enough without spin/assumptions. Yes, it 
turns out to be very unfortunate I could not stay for the whole conversation with Millicent. Then I 
would have known more what to expect Thursday.

When we are severely incensed, we can assume everyone saw and experienced every single thing the 
very same way we did, or that we remember every single detail in the way we do. Trying to hammer 
out the specifics we share. Certainly my emails with Katherine at that time were heated exchanges of 
very opposite views. Ours were so similar I can see where you assumed I was on board with 10 out of 
10 issues instead of 7-8, metaphorically.

In hindsight, I do think one of us should have told Katherine, even just by email, due to the fact we 
cannot settle these issues, we will be announcing the demise of TCFF today.  Yes, I did agree that all 
4 of us on a farewell announcement (not previously agreed upon) would be a chaotic conflict since 
Katherine would not acknowledge the problem to begin with.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

------------------------------
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From: 
Karen Stewart XXX
Monday, November 11, 2019 8:19 PM 
To Ramola D XXX

Fine points / accuracy

I agreed with YOU that techno was dead, because I could get nowhere with her just as you could not 
and just as Millicent could not. I do not recall HER saying TCFF was dead. That Wednesday night I 
had no expectation that there would be a TCFF because of her impasse with the three of us and her 
refusal to acknowledge it.  I assumed you would have contacted Katherine to tell her that after 
speaking longer with Millicent the night I had to cut out early. Hence my question as you remember 
Thursday as to whether the announcement was to include her or not include her. I had no idea what 
had been communicated to her after the conversation between you, me and Millicent or the further 
conversation between you and Millicent. 
I understand this has been a trauma and your memory is hyperactive in remembering every detail of 
the insults, hurt, anger. And there are some assumptions made that Millicent and I retain the same 
detail and impressions though we did not have the same exposure to every conversation, thus not your
exact same memory or impressions. I am trying to rely on what I do actively remember to try to help. 

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

----------------------------

From: 
Karen Stewart XXX
Monday, November 11, 2019 5:46 PM 
To Ramola D XXX

No, she did not tell me a blessed thing recently. I am just trying to remember accurately.
At any time before the “Note” did any of us TELL her that TCFF was
dead in the water and over, that we could not go on? Did we say we would be announcing it’s 
end?
My impression from speaking to her and you and Millicent indeed was
that we could not carry on. But there was no sign I knew of that any of us
had told her we had given up and would announce its end.
I am just trying to be accurate.
And I had given her my initial affidavit before things fell apart, frankly to the best of my 
recollection.
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I understand very well that you were in contact with her a lot more often and picked up on 
things we did not.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

------------------------------------------

Re: Draft, joint TCFF statement

Sent: Monday, November 11, 2019 5:33 PM 
From: Ramola D 
To: Karen Stewart
CC: Millicent Black 

That's news to me Karen -- I thought it was perfectly clear by the time I stopped writing to 
Katherine that Techno was dead-- if you go back and look at those emails you can see that. Also 
you did tell us you had continued emailing separately with her and had agreed with her Techno 
was dead.

I don't understand why you appear to be defending her -- did she tell you this recently, that she 
was "blindsided" and thought our frustrations were inconsequential"? She lies through her teeth! 
Why would you believe a single thing she says? I don't know if you have watched her videos 
where she openly lies, saying I single-handedly blew up Techno, and b'sing about her "right to 
freedom of speech" I squashed, which Catherine Austin Fitts picked up and chided us all for on 
Twitter, ditto Suzie Dawson.

Katherine is Lie Factory and Smear Factory -- the whole point of doing a joint statement
-- without equivocating and speaking for her or seeming to speak for her is to present clearly our 
side of it.

It is unfortunate that you and we could not hash this out the night before as I had hoped when 
Millicent and I had a video meeting and you had to cut out because you had an interview, and 
even more unfortunate that the next day we were all hacked and our invites and phone calls did 
not go through to you in time so we could talk about all this then.

However, to me the most important point is that we did that Video Note only after agreeing 
between the 3 of us NOT to invite her and risk a nasty on-air fight -- pl. let me remind you her 
emails and the tone and tenor of our communications with her at the very end had deteriorated 
into utter nastiness. Which she continued the next morning, with her Hitler- adoration emails. 
There is absolutely NO way in hell she was "blindsided" nor thought that our email fight was 
inconsequential -- it was definitive and terminal.
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I am certain now that she gatecrashed the chat room that day purely to create trouble and to 
give the impression to people -- which she has since maintained brilliantly with repeated lies --
that she was being excluded from an episode of Techno. She was not. She was being excluded 
from a public announcement about Techno.

This statement should have been published directly after Techno ended, to put paid to just the kind
of BS drama and smear op she has created.

If even Don knows she is on-air BS'ing about us, this matter is known to everyone even slightly 
aware of TCFF.

Yes we did indeed exclude her from a public video note and public announcement -- but we were 
perfectly aware and in agreement about doing it. So as far as that goes I do not think we should 
pay her (lying/deceiving words on her) reactions to this any weight whatsoever in a statement 
which seeks primarily to establish that we made decisions together as a group. She is milking 
whatever she can to make herself look good while outright scapegoating and slandering me. She 
didn't know we were going to do a video note? Well, ok, she didn't. Had she wanted to be on 
communicating terms with us, she should have tried harder to communicate then, by listening to 
us and conversing properly--instead she totally rejected what we were pointing out to her, openly 
lied that she had never made calls to violence etc, and deflected into talking about swearing and 
what nits we were. Her emails are filled with insults.

I cannot understand why and how you and Millicent have stayed in touch with her, given her your 
affidavits, and now are making excuses for her. But then, she never scapegoated either of you, just
me. Millicent she insulted wholesale and also made racist remarks about. Millicent continuing to 
assist her also makes me marvel.

In any case I won't go on. As I have told you both, more than you two, I was in close contact with 
Katherine for over a year, and witnessed much you both did not. Katherine is 100% a lying, 
deceiving Intel plant. I will not be surprised to learn she is Illuminati/European bloodline 
royalty/Khazar/Satanist. I covered Melanie's story closely including afterward, when much came 
out during her court case at Erasme. It is my conclusion from examining all the various 
testimonials and evidence I heard and read that Katherine deliberately made statements (false) 
about Melanie hearing voices telling her the hospital would kill the baby--which she denies, 
attributing this to Helene the midwife, who states Katherine told her this--in addition to filling up 
the midwife's ears with stories of implants, DEWs, and how she led a criminal investigation team 
(us!) to end Intel agency crimes (belly laugh here). It is that story of voices and fears of baby 
being killed which gave those psycho psychs an in to swoop in and steal the baby.

I am sorry that you both wish to defend Katherine-- but her actions there and what she has done 
smearing my name are indefensible.

Rd
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***************** 
Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist Editor & 
Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports on Youtube, Vimeo, Bitchute 
Twitter: @EccEveryday

Facebook: Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

------- Original Message -------

On Monday, November 11, 2019 4:42 PM, Karen Stewart XXX wrote:

Part that bothers me is that while you, Millicent and I realized TCFF could not proceed, we did 
not sufficiently notify Katherine that we could not proceed though she was perfectly willing to 
proceed with no concessions despite our concerns.

You could say she was oblivious to our concerns and therefore the thought that we had given up 
and would announce the end of TCFF did not occur to her. She indeed was blind- sided, partly 
because she had blown off our concerns as inconsequential not correctly reading our frustrations.

We might do a bit of a mea culpa in that respect. We were damned if we did and damned if we 
didn’t however.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

--------------------

On Nov 11, 2019, at 3:08 PM, Ramola D wrote:

I have rewritten that portion of the draft statement to include this information, Karen. 
Also added a bit more and edited for clarity.

Pl. take a look and let me know if acceptable, Millicent, Karen.

If not, pl. let me know changes you'd like or suggest. I'd like to publish it today if possible.
Thanks,
Ramola

****************************************************************************
Ramola D
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Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports on Youtube, Vimeo, Bitchute
Twitter: @EccEveryday
Facebook: Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

------- Original Message -------

 On Sunday, November 10, 2019 3:24 PM, Karen Stewart wrote:

 “Karen was shocked”... I do not remember expecting a last “Note”,
my impression was that the TCFF would just not take place ever again.
I remember being depressed and sad that we could not resolve the impasses.
Because I was NOT expecting a call, I therefore missed your early attempts
and therefore initially thought you had called at the last minute, so I was indeed
surprised... though that was not anyone’s fault, merely circumstance.
That is where my surprise came from.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Nov 10, 2019, at 1:54 PM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

 Hi--

I know you have been trying to look at this too, Karen, but wondered if we could all sign a 
draft which said essentially this--attached in file with formatting which is being stripped here 
for some reason:

JOINT STATEMENT ON HOW TECHNO CRIME FIGHTERS FORUM ENDED

Because there continues to be confusion among some on this matter, definitively speaking, we 
jointly need to establish that Techno did NOT end by way of Ramola "singlehandedly blowing
up Techno," as Dr. Katherine Horton has mistakenly and wrongfully characterized it several 
times, including on her website, in many videos, and on Twitter; Techno ended because of a 
primary issue we three--Millicent, Ramola and Karen--had tried hard over time and over that 
last week, via emails, to resolve with Dr. Horton but alas could not.

The major issue was Dr. Katherine Horton’s calls for violence on some of our broadcasts 
against those leaders running heinous operations against us; whether serious or sardonic, it 
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was deemed by us all as unwise, while a minor issue was Dr. Katherine Horton’s peppering 
her commentary with profanity not readily acceptable in American society, which struck us as 
unprofessional, and unwise.

Other reasons and issues have been documented by Ramola in her account The End of Techno
Crime Fighters Forum: The Real Backstory—an account published only after review and 
approval by Millicent, Karen, and Melanie--which unwound over a longer period of time than 
just that last week when conflict in conversation with Dr. Horton on the subject of those two 
issues above brought Techno to an end.

It also needs to be definitively established that all 4 of us had understood that Techno Crime 
Fighters Forum had come to an end before the occasion of the Video Note presented by Karen,
Millicent, and Ramola, which was only meant to be a note to viewers that the forum had 
closed. Dr. Horton's frequent statements that she was excluded from a TCFF episode are 
wrong, as also her statements that “Karen was shocked”: inability to be present at a 3-person 
conference call the night before and cyber-hacking on the day prevented Karen from being 
present earlier that morning to more fully discuss the matter before going on-air for a Video 
Note to say goodbye; it is important to note that the decision to go on-air to present that Note 
without Dr. Katherine Horton (and the possibility of unpleasantness on-air) was taken by all 
three together, even if in haste, to honor the time-slot, and even if the Note itself expanded into
candor from Ramola as to why TCFF closed, after Katherine showed up in chat and made 
erroneous statements there about being excluded from a TCFF episode, which it most certainly
was not.

Signed:

Karen Melton-Stewart, Dr. Millicent Black, Ramola D
November 10, 2019

****

This shd not preclude you or any of us from writing and publishing anything else about this 
Karen, as you drafted earlier, but I felt the main points needed to be agreed to by all. Open to 
edits/comments/changes.

Let me know, thanks--obviously this is very important to me since Katherine continues to 
engage in malicious slander against my name, and it's not right to let her false narrative stand.

Ramola

****************************************************************************
Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor &amp; Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports on Youtube, Vimeo, Bitchute
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Twitter: @EccEveryday
Facebook: Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

------------------------------

From Ramola D XXX
To Karen Stewart XXX
Thursday, November 7, 2019 4:57 PM

All your emails just showed up --being delayed--gather you have it now.

V interesting re Lighthouse the Calvert. Former MI6 John Coleman on the Committee of 300 running 
USA and world--https://youtu.be/OCzR7NCeMYAWonder if he's connected!

His book at cia archives --https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-
compound/4A/4A92FD2FB4DAE3F773DB0B7742CF0F65_Coleman.-.CONSPIRATORS.HIERARC
HY.-.THE.STORY.OF.THE.COMMITTEE.OF.300.R.pdf

Shadow govt....

Noted re advisors -- but important window dressing! Used like a flag!
I notice John Christiana is Legal Dir at Shayla's org now--is Targeted America still a thing or 
dissolved...?

Can't keep track really....things seem to be changing all around us.

****************************************************************************
Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher,The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter,Ramola D ReportsonYoutube,Vimeo,Bitchute
Twitter:@EccEveryday
Facebook:Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent withProtonMailSecure Email.
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From Ramola D
To Karen Stewart
Thursday, November 7, 2019 4:51 PM 

Happy birthday to your mom & many happy returns...89 is a blessed age :) 
*************************************************************

Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher,The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter,Ramola D ReportsonYoutube,Vimeo,Bitchute
Twitter:@EccEveryday
Facebook:Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email. 

 Original Message  ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

On Thursday, November 7, 2019 4:39 PM, Karen Stewart XXX wrote: 

Ok, will get to this. Mom’s birthday is today... 89. 

K. M. Stewart

National Security Agency 

Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs 

------------------

On Nov 7, 2019, at 9:35 AM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

Your work being ignored by TJ is indeed significant, I think, as also mine being ignored and 
in fact rejected.

"Ego" like "Narcissism" is classic CIA/FBI counterintel discrediting tactic -- I believe they've 
been using it since MLK era -- Katherine also dared to call me "jealous" in her last smear 
video. (She's got a hope....I am perfectly happy doing what I am doing as a writer and have no 
need to be jealous of anyone in this space; in fact I constantly tell journos to get cracking and 
cover this subject! We need many voices, not just one.) And yes, my hope had always been to 
work together with others -- and even before all this TI activism, had been seeking to repost 
and republish others' posts -- it's part of my general orientation as an editor and publisher to 
always create forums and platforms for others to publish, for other voices to be heard, over 
mine and beyond mine (have been doing this for decades, interviewing writers, publishing 
magazines) -- so it is not an ego problem on my part but a we-don't-want-to-hear-from-Rd-
problem on their part! (Too much indy thinking!)
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In fact one of the things I have not done enough is put my own views out there -- I have been 
doing shows with Karlstrom instead where his views have been primary. That is one of the 
things I am going to change, going forward. I feel quite damaged after this last year's worth of 
shenanigans from Katherine and Midge and seeing what has been unfolding with people like 
Suzie Dawson (slamming XXX and me) and Ella (Sun Times betrayal plus attitude after and 
lately) and Dolly and Susan (killed all efforts to do joint public speaking with them) and now 
feel quite alone -- but perhaps that is the only way forward. Barbara's containment ops 
explanations make perfect sense. I have no desire to be aligned with frauds and plants and data
collectors.

I thought we had something of niches too, but where there is no collaboration or 
acknowledgment--as with TJ--but instead downright put-down, there is clear evidence of 
controlled opposition. I would not be surprised if TJ is not being run by CIA.

Will wait to hear from you, Karen, on finalizing that one paragraph for use as TCFF joint 
statement we can all sign off on--thanks.

Ramola

****************************************************************************
Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher,The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter,Ramola D ReportsonYoutube,Vimeo,Bitchute
Twitter:@EccEveryday
Facebook:Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent withProtonMailSecure Email.

 Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

From: Ramola D
To: Karen Stewart
Thursday, November 7, 2019 5:05 PM 

Thank you! And exactly -- I would be making myself a "persona" like Ben Swann or Sharyl 
Atkisson....(can't be bothered!) I'm all for guest slots!
Katherine -- after Techno blew up on her actions -- has strategized (probably with her MI5 pals;) a 
scapegoating maneuver against me in order to save face and push herself forward -- everything 
permitted in that op -- smears, slander, BS, making up stories re ego, narcissism, jealousy...do you 
know she called me a Dark Triad psychopath on Twitter -- malignant narcissist blah blah and "self 
aggrandizing" -- childish but planned it looks like to me!

****************************************************************************
Ramola D

https://protonmail.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ramolad
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/1LxN7TgTbJV7/
https://vimeo.com/ramoladreports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.everydayconcerned.net/
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Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports on Youtube, Vimeo, Bitchute
Twitter: @EccEveryday
Facebook: Ramola Dharmaraj

On Sunday, November 3, 2019 5:51 PM, Karen Stewart XXX wrote:

I agree that to accuse you of being “jealous” of ANYONE seems to be an unimaginative, off-the-shelf 
response. No thought, just option B.
It certainly belies facts. And an egomaniac would certainly not offer guest
slots to other writers. So that kind of response - calling you jealous, seems knee-jerk, lacking critical 
thought, childish.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Sunday, November 3, 2019 5:51 PM, Karen Stewart XXX wrote:

I have looked for the finalized version... can you resend?

With TJ, I offered use of any of my letters or flyers... take or leave.
I think this is Richard’s front. He convinced Midge to start the group,
ran it through her. Then made sure to step down to volunteer status
leaving others legally liable. Very bizarre.

He asked me to join again a few months ago but I politely declined.
Its not really like advisors are asked advice or participate. They are window dressing.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

---------------------

From Karen Stewart XXX 
To Ramola D XXX
Sunday, November 3, 2019 5:51 PM 

Not as much rejected as ignored... but I did say take it or leave it, no offense.
As I did with TA as well. If you had an ego problem you would certainly not have offered a guest 
writer page, I may add. It is perplexing to offer but be ignored.
I think each of us has a niche, non-competative, complimentary even - if we but try.

I will take a look at the statement as soon as I can. Thank you.

https://www.facebook.com/ramolad
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/1LxN7TgTbJV7/
https://vimeo.com/ramoladreports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.everydayconcerned.net/
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K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

----------------------------

On Nov 3, 2019, at 10:36 AM, Ramola D XXX wrote:

Thanks, and I have to say you and I are both pulling more than our weight here.
Bombshell that Lighthouse rejected YOUR flyers, articles, letters too--I mean, totally bombshell. That 
explains a great deal about TJ and who is running it and why. Lighthouse and Midge! Also interesting 
they approached you again. This kind of info really needs to be known by others --currently it looks 
they are all rejecting me alone. Issue of transparency -- which they don't practice.
Understandable that you would be strapped for time given all these issues and things you are taking 
care of--did not know you were supporting Kota too. Sorry your husband is such a jerk. Mine ditto, 
memory fails after I show him burns, now he is back to the "paranoia" theory--on top of which I 
recently had to deal with my sis and dad being MK-activated to demand I "get help." All part of the 
effort to stop the writing and activism and podcasts....meanwhile he and my daughter are being hit too, 
it is clear to see. I had to yell at my dad over phone to stop listening to my medico sister who has no 
clue about military tech. (He agreed--so has got off my back for the moment.)
Yes I'm glad we got this out and discussed openly--hope you saw my response to the other email too 
on the TCFF statement you wrote, I do think a joint statement is in order--and we have been similar in 
offering our work to others. We perhaps operate from different stands though--I have been feeling for a
long time there is much weirdness and agentry and plantedness in our midst but have striven to work 
with those who seem to be doing something, nevertheless. Then I necessarily began exposing them 
after their attacks and attitudes. Currently extremely tired of it all myself (the "routine malice"!) and 
will be focusing on analyzing those others like Giordiano who really need to be exposed, in media and 
intel/mil, plus continuing the journalism to expose the deep state, and support your, Barbara, and 
Geral's work.
Like you, also going full speed ahead with further public education/activism.

If you want to look at my other email re. the TCFF statement sometime over the next few days when 
you have time and finalize a short brief paragraph (I have highlighted your words and added a few of 
mine in there) which we all 3 can sign, then that is all that is needed I think. But at your leisure. You 
have a full plate currently. Thanks for offer to quote and I will do so if need be, but a joint statement 
that can be concretized and made a graphic of so can be easily published to counter K's BS lies on this 
particular matter will help most.

You are up early!!! Enjoy your day, Karen, hope you get some time to rest and get some sunshine. I 
have been taking walks everyday lately by the water/beaches and in woods and enjoying the fall colors 
as much as I can. Someday, it will be lovely if you, Barbara, XXX, Millicent (once she gets over her 
nutty notions we are mining her brain!) come up here for a beach reunion or meet-up--that will truly be
great. Some lovely places here for walks.
Ramola

*******************************************************
Ramola D
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Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher,The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter,Ramola D ReportsonYoutube,Vimeo,Bitchute
Twitter:@EccEveryday
Facebook:Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
-----------------------------------

From: 
Karen Stewart XXX
Sunday, November 3, 2019 6:31 AM
To Ramola D XXX 

No, it is good we have spoken at length... gotten things out on the table.
Corrected certain things even, like the fact your contacting me about the
podcast was not intentionally last minute, just was a result of an unfortunate inability to reach me 
because I was not expecting it. And I was not expecting it due to my unfortunate brief appearance in 
the three-way conversation the night before.

Yes, I offered my flyers, letters, etc. to TJ and was ignored too. Richard is running it behind the 
scenes and seems to want no other work but his available. Oddly, a few weeks ago he asked me to 
consider becoming an advisor again but I politely declined. TA was offered the same but fell apart 
before that could be addressed. I truly get weary of the infighting and non-cooperation. But prefer 
when possible to ignore certain things so others will not lose hope.

Yes, I will have to take a closer look at Katherine’s Tweets, podcasts... again, I just have not had the 
time to follow with everything I am doing privately (trying to divest accumulation to fix and sell our 
house in Maryland, help with my mother and dad’s situation, and continue projects for the TI cause). 
Also funding my appeal to a higher Federal court after the EEOC royally (pardon the language) 
screwed me over, and funding Kota’s trip and helping sustain efforts in India has created financial 
difficulties which has put me on the outs with my pinch-penny, know-nothing, know-it-all husband, 
who before the trip told me I was just EMF sensitive until I showed him burn photos from an Aug 10-
11 overnight attack. He shut up but of course did not acknowledge that his assessment belied fact.

I do tend to fall back on, “never attribute to malice what can be adequately attributed to stupidity”, 
though of course in our situation there is a lot more malice routinely in play.

So, our communication has been rough, but I quite understand you are upset by apparent non-stop 
sniping and outright attacks. I can revisit and clarify certain points about TCFF or you can quote me 
to correct any misconceptions, i.e. the last minute notification being accidental not intentional. 

Well, I am about to get up and start “another day in Paradise”, so I hope your day goes relatively well.

https://protonmail.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ramolad
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/1LxN7TgTbJV7/
https://vimeo.com/ramoladreports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.youtube.com/RamolaDReports
https://www.everydayconcerned.net/
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K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

On Saturday, November 2, 2019 9:41 PM, Ramola D wrote:

Hi Karen,

Thanks for writing this out, I read through carefully.

I think however that the main thing that needs to be said is why Techno ended and that all 3 of
us were on the same page regarding the problem with Katherine. The way she continues to 
mischaracterize--and repeat this story on her website, on her videos, on twitter, often--is to say
"Rd singlehandedly blew up Techno."

Your words here are all that would need to be stated I think, perhaps with a brief opener:

"(Definitively speaking, we jointly need to establish that Techno did not end by way of 
Ramola "singlehandedly blowing up Techno," as Dr. Horton has mistakenly characterized it 
several times, including on her website, in many videos, and on Twitter; Techno ended 
because of) two issues we (three--Millicent, Ramola and myself) had tried (hard) to resolve 
with Dr. Horton but alas could not. Those issues were Dr. Horton’s calls for violence (on some
of our broadcasts) against those leaders running heinous operations against us; whether serious
or sardonic, it was deemed by us all as unwise, with a minor issue (being) of Dr. Horton’s 
peppering her commentary with profanity not readily acceptable in American society, which 
struck us as unprofessional, and unwise."

You could also add: "Ramola has spelled out other reasons in her account in The Real 
Backstory, which unwound over a longer period of time than just that last week when conflict 
in conversation with Dr. Horton on the subject of those two issues above brought Techno to an
end."

Frankly I think that would be enough -- and you could add the information below as to what 
happened those last two days as additional information only if you wished. But the real 
important thing I think is simply to show again why primarily Techno closed, and that it is 
extremely wrong of her to go around saying I blew it up because (god knows why) I just felt 
like it apparently. She is smearing me in many ways but this is one major smear she is 
throwing about, and jerks like Ortaine are picking it up and saying "unacceptable for one 
target to target another, exclude her from the last episode etc"--it was never the last episode, it 
was known to all 4 of us that morning that Techno was dead, including Katherine, it was a 
video note as I labeled it, to simply say we were not running Techno that day, that we were 
closing it down--well it became a note to say we were closing it down, after we decided to go 
ahead and do it.
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I personally also question "Dr. Horton not surprisingly felt slighted" because she had by this 
time sent us several extremely insulting emails, much addressed to me, and I felt bruised and 
battered from all that emailing which continued even that morning if you recall, bleating about
Hitler and Ceacescu and how great they were; there was No question by that point that Techno
was over and we would not continue it; the only question that morning was should we call her 
to join us in saying goodbye. There's no doubt however that after she piped up in chat I felt 
compelled to recognize her presence there and state--(or imply she was not with us on this last 
note because) the fallout had been over her calls to violence, which we 3 drew the line at. I 
think we had already said we had had a parting of the ways.

Ramola

****************************************************************************
Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports on Youtube, Vimeo, Bitchute
Twitter: @EccEveryday
Facebook: Ramola Dharmaraj

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

 ------- Original Message -------
  
    On Thursday, October 31, 2019 5:41 PM, Karen Stewart wrote:

      To whom it may concern, I wish to reiterate for clarity’s sake
certain Techno Crime Fighter’s Forum demise details.  The day before
TCFF was announced to have come to an end, Ramola called myself
and Millicent Black, the two other members of the forum besides Dr.
Katherine Horton to discuss two issues we had tried to resolve with
Dr. Horton but alas could not. Those issues were Dr. Horton’s call for
violence against those leaders running heinous operations against us,
whether serious or sardonic, it was deemed by us all as unwise, with
a minor issue of Dr. Horton’s peppering her commentary with profanity
no readily acceptable in American society, which struck us as unprofessional,
and unwise.

   Alas, I was unable to partake in the full conversation for very long due to a previous 
engagement but it was sadly clear to me that we four had reached an impass and TCFF was no
longer viable. Therefore , that Thursday I was not looking for a notifcation to join a TCFF call 
and apparently missed an earlier notification that Ramola and Millicent wanted to speak to me 
about doing one last podcast to announce that there would be no more TCFF.
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   When Ramola tried again to reach me around 11:00 EST or slightly after and I answered the 
call, I was surprised. I was told that it had been decided to use the time slot to announce that 
TCFF had run its course rather than leaving people hanging. I asked whether Dr. Horton 
would be joining us, which led to a short discussion about whether it would be wiser to just 
announce the end of TCFF or bring on Dr. Horton and risk an unflattering argument on air. It 
was decided to try to just announce the end of TCFF in a short manner, thanking the audience 
and try not to get into details of why the show had ended.

   However, Dr. Horton not surprisingly, felt slighted and made comments in the chat room 
which Ramola felt the need to address and the intent and tone of the podcast went awry. I truly
feel that there was no good choice in how to end the podcast given the impass and growing 
frustrations.  Perhaps if we had not allowed ourselves to be pressured into doing something by 
TCFF’s usual start time of 11:00 a.m. we could have handled it differently or better.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs

From: 
Ramola D XXX 
Saturday, November 2, 2019 10:48 PM 
To: Karen Stewart XXX
Millicent Black XXX

Hi again Karen. Just to clarify a couple things since I addressed most in other responses.

Thanks for explaining -- and no-one expects anyone to keep tabs on all the podcasts and Twitter etc 
except Katherine never stopped, and Melanie and I were obliged to respond to her idiocy after she 
leveled accusations at us in her videos and on her website -- where she still maintains a long page 
filled with lies on me, including many lies and attacks on Barbara. She retracted nothing after all our 
videos and addressings, and seems to be stuck in her own resolute slander swamp of false-accusations
and lies. People would send me these videos and tweets, I wasn't keeping tabs on her either. But it is 
important to note that right from her first video after Techno closed she has been throwing these 
slanders at me, along with name-calling; there was no tit for tat or name calling in my responses, I 
responded because I actually took her seriously and felt it was important to rebut her lies--Barbara 
also wrote quite a few articles on what she had said and done--plus I was getting tired of the lies. 
However, I have noted on my website she is engaged in a continuing slander campaign, which I don't 
have time to keep tabs on.

Thanks for explaining what happened that morning again from your end--as far as I knew we were 
waiting for you after I sent the invite and did not hear from you. Had you been there longer at that 
meeting the night before we could have all 3 made a decision then. As it was, the way Milllicent and I
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had left it was, let's figure it out next morning before the allotted time, with Karen. So, I think some 
cyberhacking may have been in play here, to screw us all up on this score.

The swearing: you see this is another Katherine lie. She started this lie early in our email exchange as 
a deflection from what we really raised; that is obvious to anyone reading those emails (and a few 
trusted people have). It was always a secondary factor and primarily because of Millicent's strong 
objections; I recall you and I thought it was unprofessional in main but not a major issue. But to this 
day she will bring up this swearing lie, so she can paint us as puritans and rant about freedom of 
speech.

Thank you for rebutting in posts the wrongful notion that my "ego" and not her calls to violence were 
what ended Techno. If I recall, the offer she made to host Techno at her site while we could "drop in" 
as we had time was seriously disconcerting given that this issue had not been dealt with or resolved, 
despite multiple attempts by Millicent and me to set up meetings with her to discuss it; I did not wish 
my name to be associated with that behavior, particularly in my absence, while she hosted shows at 
her channel, using my name as part of the group while continuing her irresponsible calls to knock off 
judges and police and call on men to do this for her. It became an issue to be immediately addressed 
because I made it an issue, in those emails, and Millicent concurred, and you concurred too; as we 
know she refused to accept she was even doing it, major outstanding joke.

Echo-stalking is my own made-up term--I gather the real term is "mirroring" from 
CIA/counterintel/Neuro Linguistic Programming tomes--and the echo-stalking of others is something 
I wrote about in The Real Backstory and Consequences of Infiltration, I do not think I discussed that 
with you --since Seven and XXX talked with me about this separately. I had mentioned this to you at 
one point, you may have forgotten--I don't think I made a big deal of it with you, so it is 
understandable it never made an impact--I do recall speaking at greater length about it with Seven, 
Melanie and also Millicent. I have said many times and say again I never expect any of you to join me
in calling K an agent on the basis of this echo-stalking experience -- I certainly am because I know I 
did not imagine these occurrences with her, but I fully understand it was not your experience, and not 
having an agent's mind myself, never thought to record her at any time as evidence. Agreed, re. Brian 
about the dogs' and trigger word -- he is another I do not believe actually. (he showed up at my door 
once, without an invitation--extreme shock, and told me he had got my house number from one of my 
videos.) and he had no business calling you an agent.

Noted, re the others and your views, no comment on any of that, you are entitled to your views. Re 
TJ's actions mattering one way or the other, it is for that purpose I sought to unify with them, send 
them my work, offer to feature them on podcasts, promote what they were doing. That Midge chose to
squash me instead I think is significant. In any case. I won't repeat myself. I mentioned this on GG12 
with Karlstrom and noted ihat in contrast TJ embraced Katherine -- despite the calls to violence, 
sabotage of Melanie's life (I see this differently from you--Katherine torpedoed her in my view), 
smear campaigns and nasty videos--which of course KH read later as "slander" which she would.

In any case. Thank you for commending my work, and I hope you can see that I have made efforts 
throughout to work with others -- who have 1) repeatedly failed me and others--Ella 2) outright 
rejected me and my work -- Midge and 3) deflected attention to her nasty calls to violence--real 
reason for ending Techno--and dubious saboteur behavior with Melanie and Frederic by scapegoating 
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me via lies and defamatory accusations--Katherine. These things mean something -- Barbara has 
helped us understand there are Containment Ops operative in our midst. Hope you will read her 
articles on all this sometime -- she has a very clear way of analyzing all.

End of saga--apologies, has been longer than intended.
Ramola

------------------------------------------------------
From: 
Karen Stewart XXX
Thursday, October 31, 2019 2:39 PM 
To Ramola D XXX 

CC Dr. M Black XXX

I have not kept up with every detail on Twitter, as I said, I tend to post and run.
I am not following these unpleasantries/attacks. I had no idea you were getting mobbed yet again until
XXX contacted me.
And I do not have the time trying to clean out my house in Maryland, make donations,
get it repaired, etc. and now this issue with my mother to listen to everyone’s podcast, and follow the 
tit for tat details, I apologize. I had distanced myself from Katherine for quite some time, frankly 
hoping she would go her own way and all this would die down. 
As I said, I was NOT expecting a call that Thursday to do any broadcast, assuming TCFF was royally 
dead from previous discussions. Now, it appears that yes, I missed an earlier notification from you 
that day because I did not expect one, but at the time did not realise it and was taken by surprise when 
you called a little after 11:00 (?) apparently because I had not responded to a message I had missed. 
Yes, it took me a bit to realize that inviting KH on would likely result in an unpleasant on-air fight 
when we just needed to announce TCFF had come to an end. I was balancing fairness with the likely 
nasty exchange that would result.
When I answered people why it ended, I cited
a) the call to violence, and as a decidely more minor irritation,
b) the unprofessional cursing.
Some were outraged that TCFF ended “just because Katherine cursed a little”, I constantly said, no, 
that was a factor, but the real problem was the call to violence.
I also vehemently denied her accusation in several posts, that your hidden
agenda was just your reluctance to allow her to run TCFF because of “your ego”,
which I said was utterly ridiculous and incorrect, noting it was concern she would continue her calls 
to violence.
I do not remember the mention of “echo stalking” by you or in reference to others she echo-stalked 
before this blow up and remembered thinking I had not heard of that term before. In regard to 
Melanie, I said little about her situation with Amber because frankly I saw what I considered to be 
mistakes being made by both women, and I could not change it nor affect it for the positive.
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I have minimum to do with KH, MM, RL or EF but the communication lines are not severed and the 
bridges are not necessarily burned. I have previously exchanged emails with Lighthouse telling him I 
disagree with his “satellites only” theory and why. They have been respectful not contentious, but I 
made it clear that I believed otherwise and could not publicly support that theory. I mull over and am 
always assessing what are personality issues vs “other” issues until I have something concrete. Like it 
or not, they are out front among others and what they do matters one way or another. I would still like
the bridges to be open for communication if needed and not burned, though most are thoroughly 
entrenched in given directions and methodology so I anticipate little cause for regular dialog.

As I said, I have no problem expressing the views, occurrences regarding the call to violence and the 
cursing ending TCFF, and my rebuttal to Katherine and others that it was an ego problem on your part
rather than a moral integrity problem - which it was indeed a matter of integrity for you and Millicent 
and I agreed. Where I cannot go is calling her an agent based on echo-stalking reports by third parties.
I wish I had seen what you are talking about. But I did not. I think you remember a TI I talked to for 
two hours because his dogs had been murdered, he then turned around and called me a perp to you 
because I used his trigger word “neighbor” not knowing he even had a trigger word. His opinion was 
sincere no doubt, but his assessment was flawed.
But you had no way to prove “oh, Karen knew it was his trigger word” (because I did not and could 
not have known) so you did not accuse me of being an agent or perp.
You did not run with it . As a journalist, you knew that would be unsupportable unless you yourself 
had more concrete info.

Yes, I know you suffer and are indeed getting hit with kill shots as they are tryng with me. I have zero
doubts. And I believe your talent and dogged determination makes you a god-send to the community 
and no doubt on the most wanted list of our degenerate enemies. I will try to review more of the 
attacks when I can to see what you are talking about. I am sorry I have disappointed you in not 
comming out swinging in regard to something I have not been following.

K. M. Stewart
National Security Agency
Intelligence Analyst, ret. 28 yrs
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Just a note regarding Techno and Katherine Horton

From: Ramola D 
Thursday, October 31, 2019 11:40 AM 
To:Dr. M Black XXX Karen Stewart XXX

Hi Millicent, Karen,

Just to say I'm aware now that XXX wrote to you both recently and asked if you would write a joint 
statement stating how Techno ended, that I could also agree with and that we three put it out as a joint
statement.

XXX will confirm that I did not request she do this, I believe she wrote to you of her own initiative 
and feelings of horror and outrage, given what Katherine Horton has been doing again recently, 
totally trashing me AND my journalism (calling me a blogger) -- evident on her Twitter feed and on 
her last video, which does reach thousands of viewers. Her incitements lead her followers to follow 
suit. She calls me a pathological liar, who single-handedly blew up Techno, sabotaged a 100 projects 
of hers, and "got" other people to lie to her, such as Melanie and Frederic; she repeats these storylines 
at least 3 times if not more, over and over, while replaying a clip from Global Gestapo 12 with Dr. 
Eric Karlstrom, which I'll address below.

I agree with XXX that this needs to be done, and should have been done at the time Techno ended, 
since Katherine is nothing but a permanent smear factory, in addition to all her other talents for agent 
provocateurship--also evident still on her Twitter feed, where you will see her several-hundred-tweets 
call for MEN to rescue women and blow up DEWS and offices and people, and the way she "helps" 
people by sabotaging their lives -- Amethyst, Melanie, and Frederic case in point. I don't know how 
the US gov let her into this country after her history of calls to violence on video and on Twitter, I 
understand she came to visit you Karen, according to her tweets.

I am aware Karen you are so engaged with your mother's illness now, and am absolutely not 
seeking to make this an issue to be addressed immediately. I have already responded on Twitter 
to Katherine as also to Midge and Ella and Ortaine and Andy Spoo and will not be spinning my 
wheels here anymore, I am back to work, full-speed ahead.

But it is up to you both to examine Katherine's many videos, web pages, Twitter feeds to discern for 
yourself what she has set out to do and is still doing, and to keep tabs on her before you choose to 
align with her, condone her behavior, give her your testimonial, support her publicly, and in fact 
seemingly support her against me, as she has taken pains to point out on Twitter and on her video, 
always saying "Karen was SHOCKED" about Techno ending, and about that last podcast where she 
implies I dragged you, Karen, into a situation you did not agree with. I will address this as well further
below.

I greatly appreciate XXX pointing out to you that Katherine engaging in a nonstop smear op against 
me is something you both have to keep your eye on. As you know, after Techno ended and I wrote out
The Real Backstory, I checked it with you both and Melanie before I published it, to secure your 
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approval of the entire account. I was disappointed by both of you refusing to sign a Joint Cease and 
Desist when Melanie and I asked you and many others via group email to do so, I was disappointed 
that you both did not write a joint statement when Techno ended--suggesting instead I "let it go for the
community's sake" and "stop obsessing". I STOPPED asking for your help and dealt with it myself, in
numerous Twitter threads, videos with Melanie, and articles--all on my website.

I disagree with your recent tweets, Karen about Divide and Conquer and Friendly Fire. You have kept
those neutral, and they are written such that Katherine Horton can take them and use them against me,
which she has, by retweeting them--implying I am the one to blame. I respect you too much to engage
in a Twitter war with you over your well-meaning tweets.

But you imply that real issues are never to be addressed, only "infighting."  The PRIMARY REASON
Katherine's name cropped up on Global Gestapo 12, as also on Report #144 with Barbara Hartwell is 
because she recently interviewed Lighthouse who once again aired his "mostly satellites/not your 
neighbors" Disinfo and who promoted Americans pursuing litigation in the UK, with Katherine--
which seems to me, substantively speaking, a pointless direction to focus on, and also Disinfo and 
Misdirection. The irony that Katherine who puts out Disinfo is on TJ's Advisory Board is what I noted
on Twitter, which led Midge Mathis to slam me, without ever explaining or addressing the substantive
issues I pointed to. Those Twitter wars are now reported in my threads. You have to be aware that 
Midge Mathis has consistently rejected my journalism. This is not infighting. This is rejection of
vital reportage. This is an indication to me Midge is not on my side, she is not fighting the same 
battle I am, she has not ever been, something I have known since Thanksgiving 2018 when she called 
me a "whiner" for daring to ask for public support from you all against Katherine's smear ops of me 
and Melanie, Barbara, and Thomas. Midge Mathis is Controlled Opposition, like Lighthouse. This 
is what Eric Karlstrom and I briefly discussed on Global Gestapo 12 -- which was pulled from 
Youtube not because Eric slammed Jews but because I spoke a little Too Much Truth on a 
number of matters, including this, and especially noting that we were all being killed while the 
White Hats did nothing to stop these crimes against us. I was massively and extremely hit with 
pulverizing scalar and pulse-shot heart-hits for several days and nights after those Twitter 
threads and after Report 144, and the Steinberg/Ella expose article, as I wrote about in my 
Massive Heart Hits article--this also proves to me the entire bunch exposed there is Controlled 
Opp: Midge, Ella, Lighthouse, Matthew Aaron. I am being hit to be killed, which is what I 
noted, in a rare moment of heartfelt truth, expressed publicly, on Global Gestapo 12. 

This is not an ongoing FEUD as Millicent implies, between me and Katherine. I have, from the 
beginning, addressed substantive issues. It is because of substantive issues with Katherine that we 
ended Techno. If Karen would like to believe otherwise--suggesting now on FriendlyFire tweets that 
it has to do with "2 different interpretations"--I will have to point out that this is not correct. We ended
Techno primarily because of Katherine's absurd calls to violence and her refusal to admit she had 
actually done this when it was very clear on our podcasts, plus she irritated Millicent with her 
swearing, which Karen and I agreed was unprofessional and could be cut back, plus she irritated all of
us over a course of the whole year with her dominating attitude on the show, total show takeover, 
bizarre focus on Masonic signalling, refusing to make meetings to discuss matters when Millicent and
I tried hard to get her to do so, particularly on the subject of her irresponsible calls to violence, and 
daring to suggest she was "leading" the team which she still maintains on Twitter now: please reread 
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The Real Backstory where I spelled it all out, showed you for your review, and where I thought you 
agreed.

On the matter of Katherine's echo-stalking: I do not and never expected that you vouch for something 
you never saw; but I spoke about it to you both well ahead of Techno's break up as also to Melanie 
and Seven. Seven and XXX confirmed for me they too had been echo-stalked by Katherine on Twitter
and on podcasts -- and a few other people on Twitter also stated they had experienced this (she was 
taking whatever they said was their experience and posting it like it was hers; if you read her tweets 
from that time, you can see that she is laying claim to a variety of injuries; as a consequence, many 
people believed she was a real victim, because she was replaying other people's witness.) Because of 
what I experienced with her, I KNOW 100% she is a plant. You do not need to know this, certainly, 
but I am surprised you did not take my witness on board, in conjunction with her previous behavior 
over LOSING Amethyst, and her subsequent behavior, all of it, to understand that Katherine Horton is
an infiltrator, and to steer clear of her. I read your tweets, Karen about paystubs--no, there are no 
paystubs, and will there ever be? Do you really think MockOP Central does it that way?--and I don't 
care if you think she is a plant or not, but please, can you take on board that I am reporting she 
deliberately, consciously echo-stalked me, with a full view to NLP'ing me? Please read about it in 
detail in The Consequences of Infiltration. You don't have to vouch for it, but you need to be 
aware I am reporting this. There is also some evidence in our podcasts, with her smoothing her hair 
and leaning that tall Reflectix shield--exactly like mine, and like my use of it--against her head on the 
last TCFF episode, 71. 

On the matter of that last Video Note and how it turned out: Karen, you have at various times said 
various things about this. I want this to be fully clarified. The night before Techno, I set up a video 
meeting for all of us to discuss briefly what had happened and what we should do the next day when 
the Techno time rolled around at 11 am. Karen, you were on there for 5 minutes and left, saying you 
had an interview. In that 5 minutes, I believe you agreed Techno was dead, and that the impasse was 
because Katherine would not agree she had made those calls to violence--and in her emails to me was 
constantly misdirecting that we were focused on her swearing, a Tall Tale she used in her very first 
smear video, bleating about freedom of speech, which all her followers picked up and used against us 
and against me, including Suzie Dawson who tweeted abt it and Catherine Austin Fitts who posted 
tweets suggesting we were a gang of hyenas and she was a lion and we were engaging in divide and 
conquer.  You either told me then or the next morning that you, Karen, had exchanged further emails 
with Katherine agreeing that Techno was dead. As you both may recall, I had Stopped Writing to 
Katherine after her last nasty email to me, right after I mentioned her echo-stalking; I have never 
written to Katherine since then. To me, Techno was royally dead. I was certainly not going to be a 
part of it anymore. The next morning, I sent you and Millicent an invite at the same time for a 11 am 
podcast, to continue that meeting and to ask if we shd go on-air and tell people Techno was over,
or call Katherine and try to make this announcement together--I think we both felt some 
acknowledgment needed to be made of the time slot. You, Karen, did not join that meeting until a 
few minutes before 11 am--while Millicent and I talked about it. By the time you came on, we had 
both felt it would be weird if not downright ghastly if Katherine came on with us and had a royal fight
on-air.You later--without telling me--posted a note on Facebook saying you had not received an invite
until very late and had no idea I was going to "exclude Katherine" and make a unilateral 
announcement, and that you were shocked and surprised by this; I corrected you immediately; I either
called or wrote to you immediately to correct this: I Most Definitely had invited you a whole hour 
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earlier, along with Millicent,and I Most definitely had not made a unilateral decision to use that time 
slot to make a announcement on my own; even Millicent and I had not come to a conclusion, and 
were waiting and waiting for you so we could make a decision together. It is entirely possible and 
probable really that the jerks cyberhacking all of us cyberjacked my invite to you and kept you from 
getting it until a few minutes before. This is not my fault or doing. You actually found out later from 
your emails that you had indeed been sent this email invite one hour earlier, as I had said. But you, 
Karen, should have checked with me and Millicent before you made that Facebook post and tweet. 
That was picked up by Katherine and used against me and is still being used against me. When you 
joined the meeting finally, I told you we were trying to decide what we should do. There was no 
question Techno was dead, nor that this was not going to be "the last episode". The question 
was, would we invite Katherine to make the announcement with us? My stand was: No, she's a 
nightmare, and I don't want a repeat fight on-air. Millicent's stand I think was: No, it would be 
unpleasant. (Kindly correct me Millicent if need be.) Your stand: You, Karen, certainly, were 
undecided, I could see that. As a result, I was preparing myself to invite Katherine, against my own 
better judgment, but to respect your or Millicent's wishes. I felt quite dismayed about the prospect. I 
was pretty upset anyway. As I think you both were too. But you eventually agreed that we should 
not invite her--and just make a note and end in as much graceful a way as possible. I remind of 
you of this, Karen, because it is important. I certainly did not override anyone else's wishes on 
this point. Of course, it is ENTIRELY MY FAULT later that I noticed Katherine's words in the chat 
room and made my one remark, that we draw the line at calls to violence, while noting and reporting 
(like a moron) that Katherine was in the chat room and saying she was excluded from this podcast. 
Had I had any finesse, sophistication, or smarts, I would have totally ignored her words and ended 
nicely and said goodbye -- but I am a total idiot who actually responds to things and obviously was in 
such a state of upset over the whole nasty way it had all gone down that I reported her words and 
responded to them. This cued all the viewers that Katherine's calls to violence had ended Techno -- 
but obviously the stuff we said about ideological differences and the fact that only 3 of us were 
issuing that announcement also cued them she against 3 of us was what had happened. In any case, I 
do not think my one idiotic remark is what set off the whole train of smear videos from Katherine 
later; I do think she set out to maliciously slander and destroy my name and journalism--which she 
still continues.

I think from your tweets, Karen, it is clear we have disagreements about this landscape and what one 
should or should not do. I don't have much more to say here, but to note that it is absolutely noting 
who is doing what, who is saying what, and who is cutting off who, or ignoring who, and what they 
are ignoring and cutting off and what they are promoting that provides a key to the truth of the 
infiltration, gaslighting, controlled opposition operations going on here. That Ella postures as a 
spokesperson, has never promoted my work (which includes featuring you both as prominent 
witnesses), that Midge similarly does exact same, that Katherine has gone to extreme lengths to call 
me a blogger, liar, bitch, "this woman" blah blah is what I have noted in my articles and Twitter 
threads and videos; as Barbara Hartwell has educated us, these are the core of the containment 
operations and propaganda operations in our midst: it is inevitable to name names, and necessary to 
name names. This is NOT friendly fire.

I refrained from publicly calling out Ella several times, and have over the years even promoted some 
of her work; I tried hard with Midge to engage in unified effort and sent her articles, I asked her and 
Lighthouse to come make announcements on my channel, I invited Susan and Midge to come talk 
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abouttheir first trip to DC on a newsbreak (totally ignored); everything blew up there actually I think 
last fall after her martini-shakeout no doubt, calling me a whiner, which Midge never apologized for. 
These 2 ladies have never supported me nor promoted my work. 

I reserve the right, as a journalist and commentator, to comment on their (public) work: I do not see 
them as working in the same space as myself, particularly after their recent smear attacks on me, 
headlined by Andy Spoo'k the satanist, and supported by Katherine, the true narcissist. In all matters, I
am focusing only on the real issues -- and have no interest in these people, who all seem to be plants 
engaging in Controlled Opposition. Let me remind you Karen, that your intention last year to go 
speak in churches, which I also thought was a great idea--we had all been talking about it, even 
Millicent I think--was blown out of the water by Dolly and Susan, who engaged in much "Let's do it" 
talk with me, even when they visited me, then dropped all to hold clown banners at the CIA--while 
telling me earlier your letters to the church were long-winded and useless. Public speaking at 
churches, universities, bookstores, clubs is absolutely the way to go and the next step we all 
must take, I feel, if we wish to take the truth to the people. Dolly and Susan had given me to 
understand we all could do this together--then total dropping of this idea.

I am letting you know what I think about all this. We don't have to agree on our various stances, but I 
think, Karen, it is unfair for you to make neutral tweets like that and support Katherine after her 
unsupportable behavior to me and many others, I also think Millicent, you both are responsible for 
your own actions or inactions in keeping tabs on what Katherine is doing and saying, what Ella is 
doing and saying (she has called me an infiltrator now who sows dissension--while being one; the 
story is "I attack everyone"--but of course, when she is one of those called out for their infiltration 
ops, I suppose, what else can she say), what Midge is doing and saying. They are seeking to make me 
a pariah among TIs--this is absurd to me and I do not think this is possible, but they're working hard at
it. Katherine continues to promulgate the storyline that I broke up Techno with my ego....which disses
both of you really, too, as silent spectators, powerless in face of this giant ego of mine and suggests 
that you don't and never had minds of your own on Techno.

We have gone over many of these matters many times. I am not expecting or asking for anything, but 
I agree with XXX that a joint statement about the end of Techno was needed way back then, and is 
still needed now, particularly to be served publicly to Katherine Horton, whom you both apparently 
think is doing good things to "help" people -- with entrenched lies, acted-out BS to nurses about 
voices in Melanie's head so they grab her baby, refusing to help Melanie to get her baby back, 
breaking off with Melanie saying publicly she steals funds from her own nonprofit (so Melanie has to 
make videos with me to rebut these craven claims), "helping" Frederic by saying chips in his head 
made him hit-and-run--a falsehood I addressed in videos and threads with Frederic, while I was also 
taking pains to study his entire story so I could write a detailed and truthful affidavit for him--both 
Melanie and Frederic appealed to me for public and private support after Katherine's betrayals and 
sabotage and lies about them; raving abt my husband's penis (yes really) in Twitter and on videos, still
making calls to violence, oh, and dissing Christians and anyone who prays or meditates, and, most of 
all continuing her long-time smear op against my name and work, telling the whole of Europe what a 
pathological liar and saboteur I am -- yes, do go ahead and publicly support this malignant narcissist 
who is well-supported by CIA, MI5, GCHQ and the Swiss Banksters in Berne. 
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But please do not write preachy tweets suggesting everyone should examine the carnage and "walk 
away." That is muddying the waters and ignoring the real issues here. There are real issues here, 
Karen, and you are either choosing or pretending not to see them. And also please be aware that 
your public and private support of such a person will also eventually reflect on you completely and 
reveal your own character -- and will cause you to lose dedicated allies, where you might have kept 
them. I love you both dearly like the sisters I never had but you have both let me down (and many 
others) hugely here.

Ramola
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